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CACheck: Detecting and Repairing Cell
Arrays in Spreadsheets
Wensheng Dou, Chang Xu, S.C. Cheung, and Jun Wei
Abstract—Spreadsheets are widely used by end users for numerical computation in their business. Spreadsheet cells whose
computation is subject to the same semantics are often clustered in a row or column as a cell array. When a spreadsheet
evolves, the cells in a cell array can degenerate due to ad hoc modifications. Such degenerated cell arrays no longer keep cells
prescribing the same computational semantics, and are said to exhibit ambiguous computation smells. We propose CACheck, a
novel technique that automatically detects and repairs smelly cell arrays by recovering their intended computational semantics.
Our empirical study on the EUSES and Enron corpora finds that such smelly cell arrays are common. Our study also suggests
that CACheck is useful for detecting and repairing real spreadsheet problems caused by smelly cell arrays. Compared with our
previous work AmCheck, CACheck detects smelly cell arrays with higher precision and recall rate.
Index Terms—Spreadsheet, cell array, ambiguous computation smell
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1 INTRODUCTION

S

preadsheets are generally developed and maintained
by end users who are not familiar with appropriate software development practice. As a result, spreadsheets have
been found to be error-prone [45]. Spreadsheet errors can
induce great financial losses [43], [54]. Various techniques
have been proposed to improve the quality of spreadsheets.
Some examples include testing [1], [20], [37], error or smell
detection [6], [7], [29], [31], debugging [3], [47], and auditing [11], [12], [16].
A spreadsheet comprises clusters of cells arranged in
rows and columns. We refer to a cell cluster that contains
cells as a cell array when these cells are subject to the same
computational semantics. For example, the cells [D2:D7] in
Fig. 1(b) implement the semantics of “Total” and uniformly follow a formula pattern of Di = Bi + Ci, where 2 ≤ i
≤ 7. Cells in a cell array are usually copy-equivalent [11],
although there are inconsistent cases. In our empirical
study, we found 591,413 non-equivalent cell arrays in the
19,963 spreadsheets in the EUSES [19] and Enron [26] corpora, which are the two mostly cited spreadsheet corpora
so far. This indicates that cell arrays are common in reallife spreadsheets.
Spreadsheet smells can occur due to a distortion of, or
an ambiguity in, the meaning of data or formulas [46].
Spreadsheet software like Excel provides two useful editing features, copy-and-paste and auto-fill, to reduce the
chances of introducing smells during the creation of new
cells in a cell array. Both features can help automatically
deduce a formula pattern from selected sample cells [55],
and apply it to the new cells in a cell array.

Although these two features provide convenience in editing spreadsheets, their application is restrictive in the
sense that end users have little control on the formula pattern deduction process. They may not even be aware of the
deduced formula patterns. There are rare records (e.g.,
copy-paste tracking in XanaSheet [32]) in the new cells documenting that they have been created using these two features, and therefore have to be consistently modified in future. Little provision is offered to warn end users from
modifying these cells arbitrarily.
In principle, all cells in a cell array should prescribe the
same computational semantics. A cell array is said to suffer
from an ambiguous computation smell when there is more
than one computational semantics among the cells it contains. Ad hoc modifications to these cells are one major
cause of ambiguous computation smells. For example, the
cell array [D2:D7] in Fig. 1(a) could be a consequence of ad
hoc cell modifications that result in four different formula
patterns, leading to an ambiguous computation smell.
Note that no warning is issued by Excel to alert end users
of such a smell. This smell can exist for a long time and
even be replicated to other spreadsheets without being discovered. Even though each cell in this cell array [D2:D7] is
evaluated to a correct value, it can degenerate into errors
upon future updates of entries in columns B and C. For example, the value in D2 would be incorrect if the value of
C2 is later updated to a non-zero value. As ambiguous
computation smells are vulnerable to errors, their early detection is important. It is particularly the case for those
spreadsheets that have liability consequences such as company financial reports.
————————————————
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to issue any warning for the cell array [D2:D7] in Fig. 1(a).
Besides, UCheck [4] and dimension inference [8] exploit information about labels and headers in spreadsheets to
check the type consistency of formulas. Since each cell in
the cell array [D2:D7] in Fig. 1(a) does not have any type
inconsistency, the smell cannot be detected by UCheck or
dimension inference, either. Some commonly used commercial spreadsheet tools (e.g., Spreadsheet Professional
[56], OAK [57], EXChecker [58] and PerfectXL [59]) consider cells D4 and D5 as errors with not quite relevant explanations (e.g., due to the fact that the two cells reference
empty cells like C4 and C5). Some tools (e.g., OAK, EXChecker, Spreadsheet Detective [60] and Spreadsheet Auditor [61]) adopt Clermont et al. [11]’s idea to annotate
copy-equivalent cells with colors, and assist end users to
locate potential inconsistencies. However, they do not automatically detect the smell in the cell array [D2:D7] in Fig.
1(a).
Like semantic bugs in programming languages [39], [51],
it is hard to identify which cells contain inappropriate formulas, because this involves knowledge of intended semantics, which often requires human judgments or specifications. Automatic repairing of inappropriate cell formulas is another non-trivial challenge.
In this article, we focus on numeric cells whose numeric
value is either computed by a formula or given directly
without computation. Examples of these are cells A5 and
A6 in Fig. 1(a). We study the automated extraction of cell
arrays from numeric cells as well as the automated detection and repairing of those cell arrays that suffer from ambiguous computation smells. Cells that are subject to the
same evaluation in a cell array are realized by the same formula pattern. We found that 17.3% of consecutive numeric
cells share the same formula pattern while 82.7% do not.
The first key challenge is to identify which of these 82.7%
are cells belonging to some cell arrays even they do not
share the same formula pattern with their neighbors. Once
a cell array is identified to suffer from ambiguous computation smells, the repair action is to infer an appropriate
formula pattern so that its cells are subject to the same evaluation. The second key challenge is how to infer appropriate formula patterns for repairing smelly cell arrays that
suffer from ambiguous computation smells. Our approach
automatically extracts computational semantics from cells
in a cell array, recovers its formula pattern, and further detects smells in its contained cells. Thus, our approach could
detect smells without human judgments. Fig. 1(b) shows a
possible repairing of the spreadsheet in Fig. 1(a).
We evaluated our approach (CACheck) from three perspectives. First, we analyzed the EUSES [19] corpus to
learn how often smelly cell arrays can occur, and measured
the precision and recall rate of our approach for detecting
such cell arrays. Second, we compared CACheck with our
earlier version AmCheck in precision and recall on the
EUSES corpus. Third, we further analyzed a more recent
and industrial corpus Enron [26] to see whether we can obtain results similar to those obtained from the EUSES corpus. Our evaluation reports that: (1) 1,586 cell arrays in the
EUSES corpus suffer from ambiguous computation smells.
They cover 7.8% identified cell arrays. (2) Smelly cell arrays
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(a) A spreadsheet with ambiguous computation smells.

(b) The correct version of the spreadsheet in (a).
Fig. 1. A motivating example: the four cell arrays in (a) are ambiguous; for each cell array, its contained cells do not all follow the same
formula pattern, e.g., the cells in CellArray2 do not uniformly follow
the formula pattern of Di = Bi + Ci (2 ≤ i ≤ 7); the spreadsheet in (b)
gives the correct version.

reveal weakness and can cause errors in spreadsheets.
8,139 cells in the 1,586 smelly cell arrays were decided as
smelly. They contain either wrong values or formulas. This
number (8,139) occupies 25.9% of all cells in 1,586 smelly
cell arrays, or 3.3% of all cells in 20,320 cell arrays. (3) CACheck can detect 98.3% of the smelly cell arrays detected
by AmCheck, and 401 (out of 1,586) additional smelly cell
arrays that are missed by AmCheck. CACheck also has a
higher precision (86.8% vs. 71.9%) and recall rate (71.0% vs.
60.3%) than AmCheck. Other existing spreadsheet smell
detection techniques (e.g., Excel, UCheck/Dimension [4],
[8] and CUSTODES [10]) can detect at most 37.4% of CACheck’s detected smelly cells. (4) CACheck has comparable precision (86.8% vs. 87.2%) and recall rate (71.0% vs.
72.7%) of smelly cell array detection on the EUSES and Enron corpora. Our approach can help end users detect and
repair such smells, thus improving the quality of their
spreadsheets.
We made the following main contributions in this article:
 We empirically study the characteristics of cell arrays in two spreadsheet corpora (EUSES and Enron). This study identifies several key observations
on cell arrays.
 We propose a novel approach, CACheck, to detect
and repair smelly cell arrays by identifying arrays
of cells that are subject to the same computational
semantics, inferring these cells’ formula patterns,
spotting incompatible patterns, and synthesizing
new patterns to repair the smells.
 We implement CACheck as a tool and evaluate it
experimentally on the EUSES and Enron corpora.
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Compared with our previous work AmCheck, CACheck detects smelly cell arrays with higher precision (86.8% vs. 71.9%) and recall rate (71.0% vs.
60.3%).
An earlier version of this work (AmCheck) appeared at
ICSE 2014 [17]. In this article (CACheck), we extend the
earlier version in five aspects. (1) We conduct an empirical
study on well-formed cell arrays in the EUSES and Enron
corpora (Section 4). The study finds two common structures by which spreadsheet cells with formulas are organized: homogeneous cell arrays and inhomogeneous cell arrays.
In a row-/column-based homogeneous cell array, the formula
of each cell consistently references cells from the same column/row as this cell, such as the column-based cell array
[D2:D7] in Fig. 1(b). In a row-/column-based inhomogeneous
cell array, the formula of each cell may reference cells from
columns/rows different from this cell, such as the columnbased cell arrays [A2:A7] and [E3:E7] in Fig. 1(b). (2) AmCheck can only detect homogeneous cell arrays. However,
CACheck can detect both homogeneous and inhomogeneous cell arrays (Section 5.1), greatly improving its scope. (3)
We make several observations on cell arrays in our study.
CACheck leverages these observations to filter out
wrongly identified cell arrays, improving the precision of
cell array identification (Section 5.7). (4) AmCheck was
only evaluated on the EUSES corpus, while in this work,
we evaluate CACheck on both EUSES [19] and Enron [26]
corpora (Section 6), for more comprehensive comparison.
(5) Compared with AmCheck, CACheck provides higher
precision (86.8% vs. 71.9%) and recall rate (71.0% vs. 60.3%).
The remainder of this article is organized as follows.
Section 2 gives a motivating example and explains the use
of our technique. Section 3 defines and explains necessary
concepts like cell array and ambiguous computation smell.
Section 4 presents our empirical study on the EUSES and
Enron corpora. Section 5 elaborates on our smell detection
and repairing technique. Section 6 evaluates CACheck
with the EUSES and Enron corpora. Section 7 discusses related work, and finally Section 8 concludes this article.

2 MOTIVATION
In this section, we illustrate smelly cell arrays using an example spreadsheet stemming from the EUSES corpus [19].
We then explain how to detect and repair such smelly cell
arrays.

2.1 Example
Fig. 1(a) shows a spreadsheet that computes monthly harvest of fruits. A cell array, which consists of numeric cells,
can exhibit two kinds of ambiguous computation smells:
Missing formula smell. This ambiguous computation
smell occurs when some cells in a cell array do not prescribe any formula. Such a smell can be introduced to a cell
array when end users override the formula in a cell with a
plain value. For example, CellArray1 [A2:A7] is subject to
the computation of “Month” with an intended formula
pattern of Ai = Ai-1 + 1, where 3 ≤ i ≤ 7 (we use subscript to
represent row number). Unlike cells A3, A4 and A5, the
values of cells A6 and A7 are not computed by formulas.
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Note that, the first cell A2 in CellArray1 gives a base value,
which is not computed by a formula.
Inconsistent formula smell. This ambiguous computation smell occurs when the cells in a cell array prescribe
different formula patterns. Such a smell can be introduced
to a cell array when end users specify the formula of a cell
in the cell array inappropriately without preserving the
cell array’s computational semantics. For example, CellArray2 [D2:D7] is subject to the computation of “Total” with
an intended formula pattern of Di = Bi + Ci, where 2 ≤ i ≤ 7.
End users may understand that there is no orange output
in February, and thus leave C2 empty. They specify a formula that ignores C2 at D2, and as a result CellArray2 prescribes more than one formula pattern. Inconsistent formula smells also occur at CellArray3 [E3:E7] and CellArray4 [B9:C9].
Although CellArray2 and CellArray4 in Fig. 1(a) suffer
from ambiguous computation smells, the values given by
their cells are appropriate. However, the smells can lead to
errors in D2 and C9 if C2 is updated later with any nonzero value. Besides, problems can arise when end users apply copy-and-paste or auto-fill operations to these cell arrays later. A cell array suffering from ambiguous computation smell likely contains an error (e.g., A7 and E7) if no
formula patterns can be found to compute the values in it.

2.2 CACheck Overview
Several technical challenges need to be addressed in the
detection and repairing of cell arrays with ambiguous computation smells in spreadsheets. We explain them using
the example in Fig. 1(a). First, does a cell (e.g., A3) belong
to a cell array? If yes, does this cell belong to a row-based
cell array (e.g., [A3:B3]) or column-based cell array (e.g.,
[A2:A7])? What are other cells for this cell array? Second,
do the cells in a cell array prescribe semantically different
formula patterns? Note that we consider two formula patterns (e.g., x + x and 2*x) to be the same if the formulas
derived from these patterns offer the same computation.
Third, how may one construct an appropriate formula pattern for a cell array that prescribes more than one formula
pattern? This is a challenging question because there are
chances that none of cells in such a cell array is using an
appropriate formula, e.g., cells B9 and C9 in CellArray4.
Even worse, cells in such a cell array may prescribe conflicting formulas patterns, e.g., cells D4 and D5 in CellArray2. Fourth, some cells (e.g., A6) in a cell array may prescribe no formula. The values of these cells (e.g., A7) may
even conflict with their appropriate formula patterns.
In our earlier work AmCheck [17], we addressed the
challenge of cell array extraction by assuming that a cell
array’s orientation (row-based or column-based) and its
contained cells are determined by its referenced cells, i.e.,
homogeneous cell arrays (each cell in a row-/columnbased cell array references only the cells that share the
same column/row as this cell). However, our empirical
study reveals that a significant amount (21.0%) of cell arrays are inhomogeneous, which AmCheck fails to extract.
For example, AmCheck does not work for CellArray3
[E3:E7] (column-based cell array), because cell E3 references D2, which does not share the same row as E3. Even
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Fig. 2. The earlier spreadsheet in Fig. 1(a) is now given in the R1C1 representation style, in which four cell arrays are ambiguous, e.g., cells in
CellArray2 do not have semantically equivalent formulas in the R1C1 representation style.

worse, AmCheck would assume [A3:B3], [A4:B4] and
[A5:B5] as candidate cell arrays, but we can see that they
are not true cell arrays. The true cell array should be CellArray1 [A2:A7]. Note that the cell array [A2:A7] cannot be
extracted by AmCheck because it is column-based and
each of its cells references a cell in another row (different
from this cell). Therefore, AmCheck could miss true cell arrays, and introduce false cell arrays.
Our CACheck adopts new heuristics to extract cell arrays, and does not assume their orientations in advance.
The basic idea is that if two adjacent cells share the same
input dependence, they would belong to the same cell array. This relaxed constraint helps detect more cell arrays,
such as CellArray1 [A2:A7], [A3:B3], [A4:B4] and [A5:B5].
However, which cell arrays are true? We did an empirical
study on real-life cell arrays to understand how cell arrays
are used (e.g., how cell arrays are structured in spreadsheets). Then, we leverage the observations (e.g., nonequivalent cell arrays rarely overlap) from this empirical
study to filter out wrongly identified cell arrays, such as
[A3:B3], [A4:B4] and [A5:B5] (i.e., these cell arrays overlap
with the true one [A2:A7]).
CACheck infers formula patterns by means of constraints in two steps. First, it uses values and formulas in a
cell array to infer underlying constraints of formula patterns prescribed by this cell array. Second, it uses the inferred constraints to derive target formula patterns. CACheck uses component-based program synthesis [22], [36]
to construct candidate formula patterns for repairing
smelly cell arrays. To achieve this, CACheck needs to cope
with the noises induced by conflicting formulas (e.g., D4
and D5) and potential errors (e.g., A7). For example, CACheck can construct a candidate formula pattern (Bi + Ci,
where 2 ≤ i ≤ 7) to repair the smelly cell array CellArray2
in Fig. 1(a), and a candidate formula pattern (SUM(X2, X3,
X4, X5) + X6 + X7, where X = {B, C}) to repair the smelly cell
array CellArray4. It can also use its inferred formula patterns to detect errors (e.g., A7 and E7) in smelly cell arrays.

3 CELL ARRAYS AND AMBIGUOUS COMPUTATION
SMELLS
In this section, we introduce the spreadsheet programming
model, and explain key concepts such as cell array and ambiguous computation smell for subsequent discussions. To
ease presentation, we refer data cells to those cells whose

numeric values are given directly without computation
and formula cells to those cells whose numeric values are
computed by formulas, unless otherwise specified.

3.1 Spreadsheet Programming Model
A spreadsheet can be modeled as a set of cells with expressions, which are indexed by two-dimensional cell addresses
(a row index and a column index, e.g., B1 or C2) [5]. The
expression of a data cell and a formula cell is given by its
numeric value and formula, respectively. A formula references another cell by means of a cell reference, which denotes the referenced cell’s address. Let R be the set of cell
references, EXP be the set of expressions, and V be the set
of plain values. A cell’s expression exp is either a plain
value (𝑣 ∈ 𝑉), a cell reference (𝑟 ∈ 𝑅), or a function (𝜑) applied to one or more expressions. Functions used in
spreadsheets include basic operators (e.g., “+”, “”, “*”,
“/”) as well as other built-in functions from spreadsheet
software (e.g., SUM, AVERAGE and MAX). Formally, a
cell’s expression exp is:
𝑒𝑥𝑝 = 𝑣 | 𝑟 | 𝜑(𝑒𝑥𝑝1 , … , 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑛 ).
We define a reference-fetching function 𝜎(𝑒𝑥𝑝), which
returns the set of cell references used in a cell’s expression
exp. Formally, 𝜎(𝑒𝑥𝑝) is:
∅
𝑒𝑥𝑝 ∈ 𝑉;
𝑒𝑥𝑝 ∈ 𝑅;
𝜎(𝑒𝑥𝑝) = { {𝑒𝑥𝑝}
𝜎(𝑒𝑥𝑝1 ) ∪ … ∪ 𝜎(𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑛 ) 𝑒𝑥𝑝 = 𝜑(𝑒𝑥𝑝1 , … , 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑛 ).
Most spreadsheet systems have two built-in styles for
representing a cell reference, namely, A1 and R1C1 representations [52], and they can be either absolute or relative. An
absolute reference points to a particular cell, and keeps pointing to this cell when it is copied to another cell. A relative
reference presents the cell address offset between the current cell and the referenced cell, and the offset keeps unchanged when the reference is copied to another cell. In the
A1 representation style, a cell at the X-th column and y-th
row is notated as Xy in relative reference (e.g., B5), or $X$y
in absolute reference (e.g., $B$5). For example, the spreadsheet in Fig. 1(a) uses the A1 representation (all are relative
references). On the other hand, in the R1C1 representation
style, a cell at n rows below and m columns right to the
current cell is notated as R[n]C[m] (in relative reference; [n]
(or [m]) can be omitted when n = 0 or m = 0), and a cell at
the n-th row and m-th column is notated as RnCm (in absolute reference). For example, the spreadsheet in Fig. 2
uses the R1C1 representation (all are relative references).
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In subsequent discussions, we assume that expression exp
and function 𝜎(𝑒𝑥𝑝) use the R1C1 representation, unless
otherwise specified.
An interesting observation is that cell formulas prescribing the same formula patterns typically have semantically
equivalent R1C1 representations. For example, the formula
“B5 + C5” in cell D5 in Fig. 1(a) is “RC[-2] + RC[-1]” in the
R1C1 representation, as shown in Fig. 2. It means a summation of two values. The first value is given by a cell at
the same row but two columns left. The second value is
given by a cell at the same row but one column left. Fig. 2
also gives corresponding R1C1 representations for all formulas in the spreadsheet in Fig. 1(a). We can observe that
some of them are semantically equivalent and some are
similar with each other. We use such features to detect cell
arrays and find their contained smells.

3.2 Cell Array
In a spreadsheet, cells with the same computational semantics are usually grouped together in a row or column.
Definition 1: A cell array is a consecutive range of cells
(e.g., [A2:A7], [D2:D7], [E3:E7] and [B9:C9] in Fig. 1(b)) prescribing certain computational semantics.
Since cells in a cell array often use formulas to express
such computational semantics, we name a cell array’s computational semantics as its formula pattern (𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 ). In subsequent discussions, we assume that formula patterns always use the R1C1 representation for ease of presentation.
Let CellArray be the set of cells in a cell array. We say that
a cell array is well-formed if the following condition holds:
∀𝑐1 , 𝑐2 ∈ 𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑦, 𝜎(𝑐1 . 𝑒𝑥𝑝) = 𝜎(𝑐2 . 𝑒𝑥𝑝)
⋀ 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑡(𝑐1 . 𝑒𝑥𝑝, 𝑐2 . 𝑒𝑥𝑝).
The first condition states that any two cells’ expressions
in this cell array share the same cell references. The second
condition states that any two cells’ expressions should be
evaluated to the same output value given the same input
values to their cell references. For example, two expressions “2 * (R[-2]C + R[-1]C)” and “2 * R[-2]C + 2 * R[-1]C”
are semantically equivalent although they are syntactically
different. Our CACheck checks well-formedness using
constraint solver Z3 [42]. Since a well-formed cell array has
all its expressions semantically equivalent, we can take any
of them as the cell array’s 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 .
Note that the concept of cell array proposed in this article differs slightly from copy equivalence (i.e., two cells’
expressions are identical) proposed by Clermont et al. [11],
[12], [41]. In order to detect computational semantic smells,
we require that: (1) any two cells’ expressions in a cell array
are evaluated to the same output value given the same input values (i.e., their expressions may be syntactically different but should be semantically equivalent; we adopt Z3
[42] to check expressions’ equivalence), and (2) the cell array’s contained cells are consecutive in layout. However,
for cells that are copy equivalent [11], it is assumed that: (1)
their expressions must be identical, and (2) they are not
necessary to be topologically adjacent (e.g., they can be
separated by some other cells with different expressions).
We can classify cell arrays based on either their orientation or the way they reference other cells in their formulas.
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Based on their orientation, cell arrays can be classified into
row-based and column-based:
Row-based cell array. It comprises consecutive nonempty cells in a row. For example, [B9:C9] in Fig. 1(b) is a
row-based cell array.
Column-based cell array. It comprises consecutive nonempty cells in a column. For example, [D2:D7] in Fig. 1(b)
is a column-based cell array.
Based on how they reference other cells in formulas, cell
arrays can be classified into homogeneous and inhomogeneous:
Homogeneous cell array. A row-/column-based cell array is homogeneous if the expression of each contained cell
c reference only cells in the same column/row as that of c.
For example, in the cell array [D2:D7] (column-based cell
array) in Fig. 1(b), cell D2 references cells B2 and C2 (the
same row as D2) as inputs, and cell D3 references cells B3
and C3 (the same row as D3) as inputs. Therefore, the cell
array [D2:D7] is homogeneous. The cell array [B9:C9] in
Fig. 1(b) is homogeneous, too.
Let row represent the row index of a cell c or a cell reference cr, and col represent the column index of a cell c or a
cell reference cr. Formally, a cell array CellArray is homogeneous if the following condition holds:
For row-based CellArray,
∀𝑐 ∈ 𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑦, (∀𝑐𝑟 ∈ 𝜎(𝑐. 𝑒𝑥𝑝), 𝑐𝑟. 𝑐𝑜𝑙 = 𝑐. 𝑐𝑜𝑙).
For column-based CellArray,
∀𝑐 ∈ 𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑦, (∀𝑐𝑟 ∈ 𝜎(𝑐. 𝑒𝑥𝑝), 𝑐𝑟. 𝑟𝑜𝑤 = 𝑐. 𝑟𝑜𝑤).
Inhomogeneous cell array. A row-/column-based cell
array is inhomogeneous if it contains a cell c whose expression references some cells in a column/row different from
that of c. For example, in the cell array [A2:A7] (columnbased cell array) of Fig. 1(b), cell A3 references cell A2 (different row from cell A3) as its input. Therefore, the cell array [A2:A7] is inhomogeneous. In cell array [E3:E7] (column-based cell array), cell E3 references cells D2 (at a different row from cell E3) and D3 (at the same row as cell E3)
as its inputs. Therefore, the cell array [E3:E7] is inhomogeneous, too.
Formally, a cell array CellArray is inhomogeneous if the
following condition holds:
For row-based CellArray,
∃𝑐 ∈ 𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑦, (∃𝑐𝑟 ∈ 𝜎(𝑐. 𝑒𝑥𝑝), 𝑐𝑟. 𝑐𝑜𝑙 ≠ 𝑐. 𝑐𝑜𝑙).
For column-based CellArray,
∃𝑐 ∈ 𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑦, (∃𝑐𝑟 ∈ 𝜎(𝑐. 𝑒𝑥𝑝), 𝑐𝑟. 𝑟𝑜𝑤 ≠ 𝑐. 𝑟𝑜𝑤).

3.3 Ambiguous Computation Smell
If a cell array is not well-formed, we say that it suffers from
an ambiguous computation smell or it is smelly. Smells can occur in a cell array when end users make ad hoc modifications to its cells. Such modifications can be made by inexperienced end users to accommodate last-minute modifications under tight deadlines. We find two common types
of ambiguous computation smell: missing formula smell and
inconsistent formula smell, as explained earlier. A missing formula smell occurs in a not well-formed cell array when it
contains a data cell. An inconsistent formula smell occurs in
a not well-formed cell array when it has two formula cells
with semantically different expressions. A cell array of
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TABLE 1
Statistics of Our Study Subjects
Corpus
EUSES
Enron
Total

SS
4,037
15,926
19,963

Subjects
Processed
SS
3,737
15,790
19,527

SS with
formulas
1,617
9,137
10,754

SS with
CA
1,118
6,298
7,416

more than two cells can suffer from missing formula and
inconsistent formula smells at the same time.
Definition 2: A conformance error occurs when the value
of a cell in a cell array does not conform to that computed
by this cell array’s formula pattern 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 :
∃𝑐 ∈ 𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑦, 𝑐. 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 ≠ 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 (𝑐. 𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑠).
A conformance error may be caused by improper modifications to a cell array such that it suffers from ambiguous
computation smells. Conformance errors reflect true data
discrepancies in spreadsheets, such as cells A7 and E7 in
Fig. 1(a).

4 EMPIRICAL STUDY ON WELL-FORMED CELL
ARRAYS
In this section, we report our findings from an empirical
study on well-formed cell arrays in the EUSES [19] and Enron [26] corpora. We aim to understand the use of cell arrays in real-life spreadsheets. We focus on the following
three research questions:
RQ1: How commonly are cell arrays used in spreadsheets?
RQ2: How common are homogeneous and inhomogeneous cell
arrays? Especially, are inhomogeneous cell arrays common?
RQ3: How are cell arrays structured in spreadsheets? Especially, does a cell array often occupy a whole range of consecutive cells? Do cell arrays overlap?
To answer questions RQ13, we conducted an empirical
study on the EUSES and Enron corpora. We extracted all
well-formed cell arrays from these spreadsheets, and analyzed them statistically for answering these questions. We
have also made our tool and empirical results available
online for future research [62].

4.1 Subject Selection and Well-Formed Cell Array
Extraction
Subject selection. The EUSES corpus consists of 4,037
spreadsheets from 11 categories. These spreadsheets were
mainly collected over the web by search engines. Since its
creation in 2005, the EUSES corpus has been widely used
for spreadsheet research although the corpus may not necessarily represent spreadsheets used in companies. The
EUSES corpus is the most cited one among all spreadsheet
corpora so far. The Enron corpus is a recent collection that
consists of 15,926 spreadsheets, which were extracted from
the Enron Email Archive, within the Enron Corporation
[38]. The Enron corpus is considered a collection that represents spreadsheets used in a typical enterprise.
In Table 1, columns 2-4 list the statistics of the EUSES
and Enron corpora. There are 19,963 spreadsheets (SS) in
total. We found that 97.8% (19,527/19,963) of spreadsheets
in these two corpora could be parsed by the Apache POI
[63] that we used to parse spreadsheets (Processed SS).

Initial
CA
26,393
1,177,967
1,204,360

Cell arrays
SS with CA/
CA
SS with formulas
21,427
69.1%
569,986
68.9%
591,413
69.0%

(A)

(B)

(A)

(B)

Average CA per
SS with CA
19
91
80

(C)

(D)

(C)

(D)

(a)

(b)
Fig. 3. Spreadsheets with overlapping cell arrays.

Some pre-1995 (BIFF5 format) spreadsheets cannot be processed by the Apache POI. We did not attempt to recover
these spreadsheets as the recovery process may not be content preserving. Moreover, these spreadsheets may no
longer well represent those being used nowadays. Among
the spreadsheets that can be parsed, 55.1% (10,754/19,527)
of them contain formula cells.
Extracting well-formed cell arrays. We examine consecutive formula cells clustered in a row or column, and consider a cell cluster to be a well-formed cell array if: (1) the
cluster is not a subset of any other cell array, (2) each cell
in the cluster has a semantically equivalent expression in
the R1C1 representation style. The first condition enforces
that a cell array’s neighboring cells should not have the
same formula pattern as this cell array. The second condition enforces that all the cells in a cell array should prescribe the same formula pattern.
Filtering well-formed cell arrays. Cell arrays in a compact region may prescribe the same computational semantics. For example, in Fig. 3(a), cells in the region [A2:D4] all
have the same formula pattern. One can obtain a set of
three row-based cell arrays [A2:D2], [A3:D3] and [A4:D4],
and another set of four column-based cell arrays [A2:A4],
[B2:B4], [C2:C4] and [D2:D4]. These two sets of cell arrays
overlap. We consider the two sets are semantically equivalent because either of them can represent the computational semantics of the whole region [A2:D4]. Keeping one
of them in cell array extraction is enough. The other one
can be filtered out.
We use two criteria to filter out equivalent sets of cell
arrays. First, the remaining sets contain all the cells of the
ones that are filtered out. Second, the number of overlapping cells among the remaining ones is minimized. If there
are more than one solution satisfying both criteria, we
choose the solution that contains the least number of cell
arrays. Based on these criteria, the set of three row-based
cell arrays [A2:D2], [A3:D3] and [A4:D4] is selected in the
cell array extraction of the spreadsheet in Fig. 3(a). The
other set of four column-based cell arrays are filtered out.
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TABLE 2
Statistics of Well-formed (Homogeneous and Inhomogeneous) Cell Arrays
Corpus
EUSES
Enron
Total

CA
21,427
569,986
591,413

Homogeneous
16,383 (76.5%)
450,691 (79.1%)
467,074 (79.0%)

Inhomogeneous
5,044 (23.5%)
119,295 (20.9%)
124,339 (21.0%)

For the spreadsheet in Fig. 3(b), the cell array extraction selects cell arrays [A2:A4] and [A4:D4].
Table 1 lists the numbers of cell arrays extracted from
the two corpora. We in total extracted 1,204,360 cell arrays
(Initial CA), and after filtering, we obtained 591,413 (CA)
cell arrays, which occupy 49.1% (CA/Initial CA). In the following, we study these obtained remaining non-equivalent well-formed cell arrays.

4.2 RQ1: How Commonly are Cell Arrays Used in
Spreadsheets?
Table 1 also gives how commonly cell arrays are used in
real-life spreadsheets. Among 10,754 spreadsheets with
formulas (SS with formulas), 7,416 spreadsheets (SS with
CA) have used cell arrays. Interestingly, the percentage of
spreadsheets that use cell arrays (SS with CA/SS with formulas) is almost the same in the EUSES and Enron corpora.
On average, there are 80 (Average CA per SS with CA) cell
arrays in a spreadsheet with cell arrays. The Enron corpus
(91) uses cell arrays more often than the EUSES corpus (19),
and the ratio is about 4.8 (91/19). This suggests that cell
arrays are used more often in the Enron corpus. Therefore,
we make the following observation:
Observation 1: Cell arrays are commonly used in reallife spreadsheets. The Enron corpus uses cell arrays more
often than the EUSES corpus.
4.3 RQ2: How Common are Homogeneous and
Inhomogeneous Cell Arrays?
In our earlier work AmCheck [17], we assume that each cell
in a row-/column-based cell array references only the cells
that share the same column/row as this cell. Therefore,
AmCheck can only detect homogeneous cell arrays. Thus,
we care about how commonly homogeneous and inhomogeneous cell arrays are used in real-life spreadsheets. Table
2 lists the statistics of all cell arrays (CA), homogeneous cell
arrays (Homogeneous) and inhomogeneous cell arrays (Inhomogeneous). We observe that 79.0% cell arrays are homogeneous. This result suggests that AmCheck’s assumption (i.e., most cell arrays are homogeneous) is reasonable,
and AmCheck can detect most (79.0%) cell arrays. Still, we
also observe that about 21.0% cell arrays are inhomogeneous. As a result, AmCheck would thus miss all these inhomogeneous cell arrays, whose percentage is not negligible.
Therefore, we make the following observation:
Observation 2: Inhomogeneous cell arrays are also common (21.0%) in real-life spreadsheets. One needs to extend AmCheck in order to detect such cell arrays.
4.4 RQ3: How are Cell Arrays Structured in
Spreadsheets?
Given a well-formed cell array, if neither of its two neighboring cells is a data cell or formula cell (i.e., they are
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TABLE 3
Layout Statistics of Well-formed Cell Arrays
Corpus
EUSES
Enron
Total

CA
21,427
569,986
591,413

Whole1
12,612 (58.9%)
344,790 (60.5%)
357,402 (60.4%)

Whole2
13.2%
17.4%
17.3%

Overlap
110 (0.5%)
3,487 (0.6%)
3,597 (0.6%)

empty or labels), we say that this cell array occupies a
whole range of consecutive cells in a row or column. For
example, in Fig. 1(b), cell arrays [D2:D7] and [E3:E7] both
occupy a whole range of consecutive cells. However, cell
array [B9:C9] does not occupy a whole range of consecutive cells, due to the existence of cell D9 (formula cell). Table 3 shows that only 60.4% well-formed cell arrays occupy
a whole range of consecutive cells (Whole1). Interestingly,
the EUSES and Enron corpora have almost the same ratio.
We further investigated whether a whole range of consecutive cells in a row or column often form a well-formed
cell array. To carry out the investigation, we consider those
ranges of consecutive numeric cells that contain at least
one formula cell and are bound by non-numeric cells at
both ends. We extracted 3,056,367 ranges of consecutive
cells from the EUSES and Enron corpora. Among them, we
found that only 17.3% share the same formula patterns (i.e.,
they are well-formed cell arrays), while 82.7% do not
(Whole2). This leads us to make the following observation:
Observation 3: Consecutive cells in the same row or column do not necessarily form a cell array.
The observation suggests that one cannot simply aggregate consecutive cells in the same row or column to form a
cell array. We need a more precise way to identify cell arrays.
We are also interested in finding whether cell arrays
could possibly overlap with each other in spreadsheets. If
two cell arrays have shared cells, we say that they overlap.
For example, in Fig. 3 (a), two cell arrays [A2:A4] and
[A2:D2] share cell A2; in Fig. 3 (b), two cell arrays [A2:A4]
and [A4:D4] share cell A4. If two cell arrays overlap, they
should have the same formula pattern. As a result, two
row-/column-based cell arrays should not overlap. This is
because if they overlap, they should be merged into a single cell array.
Cell arrays can overlap in two ways: redundant and
non-redundant. As mentioned earlier in cell array extraction (Section 4.1), a cell array is redundant if all of its cells
are contained by other cell arrays. Such overlapping is redundant and can be removed. For example in Fig. 3(a), all
cells in range [A2:D4] share the same formula pattern, and
the three row-based cell arrays ([A2:D2], [A3:D3] and
[A4:D4]) and four column-based cell arrays ([A2:A4],
[B2:B4], [C2:C4] and [D2:D4]) overlap. Therefore, we need
only to extract the three row-based cell arrays. By doing so,
our extracted cell arrays do not overlap.
Cell arrays can also overlap in a non-redundant way,
which requires a different treatment. For example, in Fig.
3(b), cell arrays [A2:A4] and [A4:D4] overlap on cell A4,
but neither of them can represent the other. Therefore, we
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need to keep both overlapping cell arrays during extraction. Table 3 lists the statistics of overlapping cell arrays in
the EUSES and Enron corpora (Overlap). We observe that
cell arrays rarely (0.6%) overlap in real-life spreadsheets.
Therefore, we make the following observation:
Observation 4: Cell arrays rarely overlap in real-life
spreadsheets.

4.5 Summary
The above observations enable us to effectively identify
cell arrays in real-life spreadsheets, and support follow-up
detection and repairing of smells in these cell arrays.
For example, observation 2 motivates us to identify both
homogeneous and inhomogeneous cell arrays in spreadsheets. Observation 3 suggests the cell extraction technique
should be capable to identify cell arrays that may not occupy whole rows or columns. Observation 4 can be leveraged to filter out wrongly identified cell arrays. The methodology elaborated in the next section embodies these
ideas.

5 DETECTING AND REPAIRING SMELLY CELL
ARRAYS
After analyzing a given spreadsheet, CACheck reports all
detected smelly cell arrays with repair suggestions. Fig. 4
shows its architecture. CACheck heuristically extracts cell
arrays from a spreadsheet (Section 5.1), and detects
whether each of them is smelly via constraint solving (Section 5.2). CACheck infers a cell array’s formula pattern
𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 in two steps. First, CACheck uses values and formulas in a cell array to derive constraints associated with
its intended formula pattern (Section 5.3). Second, CACheck infers the formula pattern 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 based on these
constraints. In order to expedite the inference process, CACheck combines heuristics (Section 5.4) and program synthesis techniques (Section 5.5). After the inference, CACheck identifies smelly cells in a cell array and their contained conformance errors, if any, based on its inferred
𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 (Section 5.6). Finally, CACheck identifies and removes false positives based on the observations from Section 4, as well as the inferred 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 (Section 5.7).

5.1 Extracting Cell Arrays
The first challenge of smelly cell array detection is to identify cell arrays from a given spreadsheet, which has no record about which cells were previously prepared by copyand-paste or auto-fill operations. We observe that a
spreadsheet snippet usually provides useful hints about
boundaries of cell arrays. Besides, the cells in a cell array
often have similar formulas. Their formulas can be similar
by means of referencing the same cells or referencing different cells with the same R1C1 representation. Such similarity facilitates our cell array identification and extraction.
We first identify spreadsheet snippets. Related data or
formulas in a spreadsheet are often clustered together in a
rectangle circumscribed by empty cells or labels [27]. We
refer to such rectangles of cells as snippets. Examples of
spreadsheet snippets in Fig. 1(a) include two rectangles
comprising cells [A2:E7] and [B9:D9], respectively.
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Spreadsheet

Cell Array
Extraction

Formula Pattern
Recovery

Annotated
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Cell Array Filtering
Fig. 4. CACheck’s architecture.

To identify snippets, we adopt a cell classification strategy, similar to what Abraham and Erwig [4] proposed. We
define a fence as a row or column of cells that comprises
only empty cells or labels in a spreadsheet. We use fences
to identify boundaries for each spreadsheet snippet. Other
cells inside the identified boundaries are considered as
cells of this snippet.
We describe our spreadsheet snippet identification algorithm as follows. Initially, each spreadsheet is considered as one snippet. We then identify fences in this snippet,
and divide this snippet into more by the identified fences.
For each newly identified snippet, we repeat this refinement until no further snippet can be identified.
We next extract cell arrays from the identified snippets.
As observed earlier, the cells in a cell array are often similar
in how their formulas reference other cells. We capture this
similarity by means of dependence similarity.
Given a pair of cells, c1 and c2, from a consecutive range
of numeric cells in a row or column (e.g., CellArray2 in Fig.
1(a)), if c1 and c2 satisfy one of the following four conditions,
they are said to have dependence similarity:
Condition 1. Either c1 or c2 is a data cell. Since one has
no idea on how the value in a data cell is computed, this
data cell can potentially have any dependence on other
cells. Therefore, we consider that a data cell has dependence similarity with any other cell. For example, in Fig. 1(a),
cells A6 and A7 are both data cells, and thus they have dependence similarity.
Condition 2. Both c1 and c2 are formula cells, and they
reference some cells in common. For example, cells E3 and
E4 in Fig. 1(a) commonly reference cell D3, and thus they
have dependence similarity.
Condition 3. Both c1 and c2 are formula cells and they
do not reference any cell in common, but they reference
some cells in the same way. For example, in Fig. 1(a), cells
D3 and D4 reference cells B3 and B4, respectively (D4 also
references C4, but it is not important here and so omitted).
Although B3 and B4 are not the same cell, they are referenced in the same way (same distance to D3 and D4), and
therefore their references are the same in the R1C1 representation, i.e., R[-2]C, as shown in Fig. 2. Thus, cells D3 and
D4 also have dependence similarity.
Condition 4. Both c1 and c2 are formula cells and they
do not satisfy condition 2 or 3, but there exists another cell
c3 from the same consecutive range, such that: (1) c1 and c3
satisfy condition 2 or 3, and (2) so do c2 and c3. For example,
in Fig. 1(a), cells D2 and D7 do not satisfy either condition
2 or 3, but: (1) D2 and D4 satisfy condition 3, and (2) so do
D7 and D4. Then cells D2 and D7 satisfy condition 4. As a
result, they also have dependence similarity.
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Overall, our cell array extraction algorithm works as follows. For each identified spreadsheet snippet, it examines
consecutive cells clustered in a row or column, and considers a cluster as a cell array if: (1) the cluster is not a subset
of another already identified cell array, (2) each pair of cells
in the cluster has dependence similarity, and (3) at least
one cell in the cluster is a formula cell. The algorithm may
have three outcomes:
 Cell array: A row- or column-based cell array is successfully identified and extracted. Two examples are
[D2:D7] and [B9:C9] in Fig. 1(a).
 Plain value: A consecutive range of cells in a row or
column are all data cells. One cannot tell whether they
prescribe the same business concept and are subject to
certain computational semantics. We do not consider it
as a cell array.
 Others: It does not belong to the above two cases. To
play safe, we also do not consider it as a cell array.
Note that the cell arrays we now extract can be either
well-formed or smelly. Therefore, the above four conditions relax the ones we use to extract well-formed cell arrays earlier in Section 4.1. For example, the above condition
1 can help detect cell arrays that suffer from missing formula smells. Conditions 2, 3 and 4 can help detect cell arrays that suffer from inconsistent formula smells.

5.2 Detecting Smelly Cell Arrays
Next, let us explain how to check whether an extracted cell
array is smelly or not.
According to our earlier Definition 1, a cell array is wellformed if: (1) it contains only formula cells, (2) all its expressions share the same cell references, and (3) all its expressions are semantically equivalent. If a cell array does
not satisfy any of the above conditions, it suffers from ambiguous computation smells, and is thus smelly.
As such, we partition the extracted cell arrays into two
groups: well-formed and smelly. In the following, we examine smelly cell arrays to repair their contained smells by
recovering their intended formula patterns.
5.3 Extracting Formula Pattern Constraints
To detect and repair a smelly cell array, CACheck needs to
recover its formula pattern 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 . To do so, we first extract constraints behind the formula pattern 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 .
Our idea was inspired by component-based program
synthesis, which synthesizes a loop-free program from
components, input-output pairs and specifications used by
this program [22], [36]. The synthesis is based on three assumptions: (1) Existing expressions in a cell array are good
hints for inferring its formula pattern 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 ; (2) Most cell
values should be correct for this cell array, and they can
serve as 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 ’s input-output pairs; (3) Components in
expressions used by this cell array are often those used by
this cell array’s formula pattern 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 . Under these assumptions, CACheck recovers a smelly cell array’s intended formula pattern by extracting its constraints from
the cells of this cell array, and combining them appropriately. The extraction process consists of four parts, i.e., extracting input variables, functions, input-output pairs and
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components from a smelly cell array, as follows:
1) All cell references used by expressions in a cell array
are considered as input variables for this cell array’s
𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 . For example, in Fig. 1 (a), input variables for
CellArray1 are R[-1]C, input variables for CellArray2
are RC[-2] and RC[-1], input variables for CellArray3
are R[-1]C[-1] and RC[-1], and input variables for CellArray4 are R[-7]C, R[-6]C, …, R[-2]C. The process may
extract irrelevant input variables, which could be removed later. Let IV be the set of a cell array’s input variables, and xi be the i-th input variable in IV. After extracting n input variables for 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 , we can model
𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 as a conceptual function like 𝑓(𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … 𝑥𝑛 ). Formally, IV is defined as:
𝐼𝑉 = 𝜎(𝑐1 . 𝑒𝑥𝑝) ∪ 𝜎(𝑐2 . 𝑒𝑥𝑝) … ∪ 𝜎(𝑐𝑚 . 𝑒𝑥𝑝),
where 𝑐1 , 𝑐2 , … 𝑐𝑚 ∈ 𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑦.
2) Existing expressions in the cell array are extracted as
functions. For example, one can extract four functions
from CellArray2, namely, f(x1, 0) = x1, f(x1, x2) = x1 + x2,
f(x1, x2) = x1 – x2 and f(0, x2) = x2. These functions are
considered as specifications in component-based program synthesis [22], [36].
3) All data (including those calculated by expressions) in
the cell array are considered as input-output pairs. For
example, in Fig. 1 (a), input-output pairs in CellArray2
include <(2, 0), 2>, <(4, 0), 4>, <(6, 0), 6>, <(0, 5), 5> and
<(0, 6), 6>.
4) All operators and constants used by expressions in the
cell array are considered as components. Note that we
also consider a constant as a component that returns
this constant value. For example, in Fig. 1 (a), components from CellArray1 include “+” and constant (1),
components from CellArray2 include “+” and “–”,
components from CellArray3 include “–” and “/”, and
components from CellArray4 include “+” and SUM.
Some components might be irrelevant, but could be removed later. If CACheck fails to find any operator from
a cell array, it would add basic operators (e.g., +, –, *, /)
as components.
All thus extracted input variables, functions, input-output pairs and components are constraints used for recovering or synthesizing a smelly cell array’s intended formula
pattern 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 , as explained in the following.

5.4 Recovering 𝒇𝒑𝒂𝒕𝒕𝒆𝒓𝒏
We observe that a cell array’s 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 can exist in functions
extracted from the cell array’s formula cells. For example,
function f(x) = x + 1 extracted from formula cells in CellArray1 in Fig. 1(a) is a good candidate for recovering CellArray1’s 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 . This observation enables us to recover a cell
array’s 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 based on a candidate set of functions extracted from its formula cells. This can significantly reduce
the cost of formula pattern inference since program synthesis [22], [36] is typically expensive. We aim to select a
function that contains all input variables and covers all
cells in a cell array as its 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 . We say that a function covers a data cell when the cell’s value can be computed by
this function. For example, the value (6) of cell A6 in CellArray1 in Fig. 1(a) can be computed by f(x) = x + 1, where
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x represents the cell reference R[-1]C. We say that a function covers a formula cell if the function is compatible with
the one extracted from this cell in the sense that both can
return the same outputs values given the same input values. For example, function f(x1, x2) = x1 + x2 is compatible
with function f(x1, 0) = x1 extracted from cell D2 in Fig. 1(a).
Note that the second parameter needs to bind to zero for
both functions to take the same values as inputs. However,
function f(x1, x2) = x1 + x2 is not compatible with function
f(x1, x2) = x1 – x2 extracted from cell D4 in CellArray2 in Fig.
1(a). This is because their output values are different when
x1 and x2 are set to 0 and 1, respectively.
Algorithm 1 gives our 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 recovery algorithm. The
algorithm returns NULL if it fails to recover any 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛
from functions extracted from a given cell array. If only
one function can be extracted from a cell array, it is treated
as the cell array’s 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 (Lines 13). Otherwise, a function
that can cover (by the Coverage method) all data and formula cells in the cell array (Lines 410) is treated as 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 .
The Coverage method (Lines 1327) computes the ratio
of cells a function can cover against all cells in the cell array.
Lines 17-19 (or Lines 21-23) check whether a formula (or
data) cell is covered by a function.

5.5 Synthesizing 𝒇𝒑𝒂𝒕𝒕𝒆𝒓𝒏
The 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 recovery algorithm returns NULL when it fails
to identify an appropriate 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 for a smelly cell array
from its extracted functions. When this happens, CACheck
would try to synthesize 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 using component-based
program synthesis [22], [36].
Let us first review how component-based program synthesis works for constructing a program. Program synthesis first derives constraints (constraintsps) for the target program to be synthesized based on a set of components and
input-output pairs, which can be generated by specifications [22] or provided by users [36]. It then solves constraintsps to synthesize the program. If the input-output
pairs provided are not sufficiently restrictive, multiple candidate programs can be synthesized (all satisfying constraintsps). Then more input-output pairs are used to provide additional constraints to further strengthen constraintsps until a unique program is synthesized.
Algorithm 2 gives the pseudo-code of our 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 synthesis algorithm. There are three challenges in synthesizing 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 : (1) Component-based program synthesis requires users to explicitly provide components and inputoutput pairs. The algorithm addresses this using constraints extracted from cells in a smelly cell array (Section
5.3). (2) Functions extracted from a smelly cell array may
not be compatible with one another. For example, two
functions f(x1, x2) = x1 + x2 and f(x1, x2) = x1 – x2 extracted
from CellArray2 in Fig. 1(a) are not compatible. This can
cause our 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 synthesis to fail. (3) Data cells may contain incorrect values, which cannot be computed by the cell
array’s 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 even if it is correct. Such incorrect values
can also cause our 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 synthesis to fail.
To tackle the second challenge, Algorithm 2 classifies
extracted functions into compatible groups using the
Classify method (Line 1) such that all functions in each
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______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Algorithm 1. 𝒇𝒑𝒂𝒕𝒕𝒆𝒓𝒏 recovery algorithm.

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Input: IV (input variables), FUNC (functions), IO (input–output pairs), CA (cell array).
Output: F (target formula pattern) or NULL.
1: if (FUNC.length == 1)
2:
return FUNC.get(0);
3: end if
4: foreach fn in FUNC do
5:
if fn contains all input variables in IV then
6:
if (Coverage(fn, CA) == 100%) then
7:
return fn;
8:
end if
9:
end if
10: end for
11: return NULL;
12:
13: method Coverage(fn, CA)
14:
coveredCells = 0;
15:
foreach cell in CA do
16:
if (cell.type == FORMULA) then
17:
if (!input. fn(input)cell.exp(input)) then
18:
coveredCells ++;
19:
end if
20:
else // Plain value case
21:
if (fn(cell.input) == cell.value) then
22:
coveredCells ++;
23:
end if
24:
end if
25:
end for
26:
return coveredCells / CA.length;
27: end method

group are compatible. The method classifies as many distinct compatible functions into each group as possible. The
Classify method classifies functions by adding them iteratively into compatible groups. When it comes across a
function f that cannot be added into any existing group, it
creates a new compatible group (Lines 2425) and iteratively adds in other functions compatible with this new
group (Lines 2630). Note that a function is allowed to be
in multiple compatible groups. For example, we can obtain
two compatible groups from CellArray2 in Fig. 1(a): (1) f(x1,
0) = x1, f(x1, x2) = x1 + x2 and f(0, x2) = x2; (2) f(x1, 0) = x1 and
f(x1, x2) = x1 – x2.
To tackle the third challenge, Algorithm 2 synthesizes
𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 candidates in two steps. The two-step synthesis is
motivated by two observations: (1) the inclusion of inputoutput pairs derived from incorrect data cells can result in
unsuccessful 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 synthesis, but one has no prior
knowledge of which data cells are incorrect; (2) the additional constraints of input-output pairs are useful for pruning inappropriate 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 candidates. In the first step, the
algorithm uses the constraints provided by functions in
each compatible group to synthesize 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 candidates
with the SynFPattern method (Line 5). The method is
implemented to follow the component-based synthesis
technique [22] by treating functions as specification inputs.
It generates a 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 candidate set for each compatible
group. If the functions in a group are not restrictive enough,
the set can contain multiple candidates. In other words, all
functions in the group collectively constitute only a partial
specification for the 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 synthesis. The algorithm then
takes the second step to enrich the specification with additional constraints given by input-output pairs using the
Refine method (Line 6). For each 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 candidate set,
the method iteratively prunes inappropriate candidates
from the set using the input-output pairs from the given
cell array while ignoring those that lead to no solution.
This relieves us from the need for identifying incorrect
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Algorithm 2. 𝒇𝒑𝒂𝒕𝒕𝒆𝒓𝒏 synthesis algorithm.

(A)

(B)

(C)

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Input: IV (input variables), FUNC (functions), IO (input–output pairs), COMP (components), CA (cell array).
Output: F (target formula pattern).
1: groups = Classify(FUNC); // Get compatible groups
2: pert = 0; F = NULL;
3: while groups not EMPTY do
4:
group = groups.removeOne(); // Retrieve one group
5:
formulas = SynFPattern (IV, COMP, group);
6:
formula = Refine(IV, COMP, formulas, IO);
7:
if (formula  NULL && Coverage(formula, CA)>pert) then
8:
pert = Coverage(formula, CA); // Measure percentage
9:
F = formula;
10:
end if
11: end while
12: if (F = NULL) then // Synthesis fails
13:
foreach fn in FUNC do
14:
if (Coverage(fn, CA) > pert) then
15:
pert = Coverage(fn, CA);
16:
F = fn;
17:
end if
18:
end for
19: end if
20: return F;
21:
22: method Classify(FUNC)
23:
groups = EMPTY;
24:
while (initFuncFUNC. initFunc non-classified) do
25:
newGroup = {initFunc};
26:
foreach func in FUNC\newGroup do
27:
if (!fn  newGroup. in. fn(in)  func(in)) then
28:
newGroup.add(func);
29:
end if
30:
end for
31:
groups.add(newGroup); // All in newGroup classified
32:
end while
33:
return groups;
34: end method

data cells and excluding their associated input-output
pairs. Details of this pruning process can be found in related work [36]. The Refine method would return a
𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 candidate randomly if there are multiple remaining ones for each set as its result. Finally, among all returned 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 candidates, Algorithm 2 selects the one that
covers the most cells in the given cell array as its synthesized 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 (Lines 710).
We note that program synthesis relies heavily on its underlying constraint solver. As in practice, we also set up a
timeout limit for solving constraints. The limit, say 5
minutes, is set with respective to each compatible group.
Upon timeout, we conservatively select one function,
which currently covers the most cells in the given cell array,
as its 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 (Lines 1219).
For the four smelly cell arrays in Fig. 1(a), their 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛
can be recovered by Algorithm 1 or synthesized in the first
step of Algorithm 2. So we consider a more complicated
example, cell array [C2:C6], as shown in Fig. 5. From this
cell array, one can extract two functions (f(x1, 0) = x1 and
f(x1, x2) = x1 + x2 + 1), four input-output pairs (IO = {<(2, 0),
2>, <(3, 2), 9>, <(4, 3), 7>, <(5, 4), 10>}), and three components (two “+” operators and one constant (1)).
When Algorithm 2 starts, its Classify method (Line 1)
partitions the above two functions into two different compatible groups: (1) f(x1, 0) = x1 and (2) f(x1, x2) = x1 + x2 + 1.
We use the first compatible group to explain our two-step
synthesis, and show this process in Table 4. During synthesis, we need to prune inappropriate 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 candidates by
iteratively adding input-output pairs, which are generated
from the first compatible group (SynFPattern) or selected from IO (Refine). In the first iteration, SynFPattern uses an input-output pair <(1, 0), 1> to generate its

Fig. 5. A more complicated smelly cell array for synthesis, in which
cells [C2:C6] should uniformly follow a formula pattern of Ci = Ai +
Bi (2 ≤ i ≤ 6).

TABLE 4
Two-step synthesis process
Iteration

IO pair

1

<(1, 0), 1>

2

<(2, 0), 2>

3
4

<(3, 2), 9>
<(4, 3), 7>

Candidates
f(x1, x2)=x1; f(x1, x2)=x1+x2;
f(x1, x2)= x2+1; f(x1, x2)=1;
f(x1, x2)=x1+x2+x2; f(x1, x2)=x2+x2+1
f(x1, x2)=x1; f(x1, x2)=x1+x2;
f(x1, x2)=x1+x2+x2
none
f(x1, x2)=x1+x2

initial set of 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 candidates. This input-output pair is
generated from function f(x1, 0) = x1 in the compatible
group. Then SynFPattern generates six 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 candidates: f(x1, x2) = x1, f(x1, x2) = x1 + x2, f(x1, x2) = x2 + 1, f(x1, x2)
= 1, f(x1, x2) = x1 + x2 + x2 and f(x1, x2) = x2 + x2 + 1. Note that
if multiple 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 candidates are equivalent, only one
would be generated, e.g., f(x1, x2) = x1 + x2 and f(x1, x2) = x2
+ x1 are equivalent and thus only the former remains. Then
in the second iteration, in order to prune some 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 candidates, SynFPattern uses another input-output pair <(2,
0), 2>, which is also generated from function f(x1, 0) = x1
itself. This time SynFPattern generates only three
𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 candidates: f(x1, x2) = x1, f(x1, x2) = x1 + x2 and f(x1, x2)
= x1 + x2 + x2 (the other three are pruned). Note that now
SynFPattern can no longer further prune 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 candidates by only using input-output pairs generated from
function f(x1, 0) = x1. Therefore, Algorithm 2 moves on to
the Refine method (Line 6). Refine would use inputoutput pairs from IO to further prune 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 candidates.
Since the input-output pair <(2, 0), 2> from IO has been
used, in the third iteration, Refine uses the second inputoutput pair <(3, 2), 9> from IO. Unfortunately, none of the
remaining three 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 candidates can satisfy this pair,
and thus this pair is ignored (in fact, this pair is a wrong
input-output pair). In the fourth iteration, Refine uses the
third input-output pair <(4, 3), 7> from IO. This time Refine generates a unique 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 candidate: f(x1, x2) = x1 +
x2 (the other two are pruned). Now we finish the synthesis
process and return f(x1, x2) = x1 + x2 as the formula pattern
for the first compatible group.

5.6 Identifying Smelly Cells
CACheck infers a smelly cell array’s formula pattern
𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 successfully if it can recover or synthesize 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛
for this cell array. When successful, CACheck uses the inferred 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 to check whether some cells contained in the
cell array are smelly, and repair them if necessary.
We consider a cell in a cell array smelly if it is a data cell
(i.e., missing formula smell), or it is a formula cell but its
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expression is not semantically equivalent to the inferred
𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 (i.e., inconsistent formula smell). Then, according
to our earlier Definition 2, CACheck can further check
whether a smelly cell suffers from a conformance error.
In identifying smelly cells, we notice one subtle but important issue that should be handled specially. In some cell
arrays, a cell’s value computation depends on another,
which further depends on its next, forming a continual
chain with all concerned cells in the same cell array. We
call such cell arrays as chained cell arrays. For a chained cell
array, its first several cells in the chain, whose computation
does not depend on any other cells, contain initial (plain)
values for the whole cell array. We should remove them
from consideration of candidates for smelly cells. For example, in Fig. 1(b), each cell (except A2) in cell array
[A2:A7] references its immediately above cell in its value
computation, and thus this cell array is a chained one. The
first cell A2 offers the initial value (2) for the whole cell array. Therefore, cell A2 should not be considered smelly.

5.7 Filtering Cell Arrays
As discussed earlier in Section 5.1, we use relaxed conditions to extract cell arrays, which can be either well-formed
or smelly. However, due to this relaxation, our cell array
extraction might incur false positives, i.e., a consecutive
range of cells is mistakenly extracted as a cell array but it
is not actually. For example, in Fig. 1 (a), cells [A3:B3] form
a consecutive range, and they coincidentally satisfy condition 1 in our extraction. As a result, cells [A3:B3] are extracted as a cell array. However, we consider this cell array
a false positive. This is because the two cells do not prescribe the same computational semantics (cell A3 is computed from cell A2, meaning a previous month, while cell
B3 represents the amount of apple harvest in March). Similar cases also occur in cells [A4:B4] and [A5:B5]. As such,
one needs to filter out such false positives in cell array extraction.
We note that our filtering is based on the earlier observations we made in the empirical study in Section 4, as well
as the formula patterns, which are either recovered or synthesized, as discussed in Section 5.4 or 5.5. Therefore, we
discuss our cell array filtering after them. We will use four
examples of extracted cell arrays for illustration in the following discussions. They are [A2:A7], [A3:B3], [A4:B4] and
[A5:B5] from Fig. 1 (a), among which we aim to identify the
latter three as false positives.
Let 𝐶𝐴 be the set of extracted cell arrays. Our cell array
filtering aims to select a subset of 𝐶𝐴 to satisfy certain constraints. Let 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 be the subset (𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 ⊆ 𝐶𝐴). We collect constraints on 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 , and generate all possible
𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 candidates to find one that satisfies these constraints. This process needs to consider the following two
requirements:
1) From observation 4 in Section 4, cell arrays rarely
overlap (only 0.6% cases). This suggests that, given a pair
of extracted cell arrays that overlap (i.e., some of their cells
are shared), one of them is probably a false positive. Therefore, we require that all cell arrays in 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 should not
overlap. In order not to mistakenly miss cell arrays,
𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 should also be maximized with respect to 𝐶𝐴. This
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means that any cell array in 𝐶𝐴 − 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 must overlap
with at least one cell array in 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 . Considering the four
extracted cell arrays [A2:A7], [A3:B3], [A4:B4] and [A5:B5],
we have two 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 candidates: 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 = {[A2:A7]} or
𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 = {[A3:B3], [A4:B4], [A5:B5]}.
2) The first requirement tries to isolate true positives
from false positives, but one has no idea which 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡
candidate best suits the characteristics of true positives (i.e.,
real cell arrays). We observe that even if a true positive suffers from ambiguous computation smells, its recovered or
synthesized formula pattern can cover most of its contained cells. This means that a majority of its cells have correct values, and its contained conformance errors, if any,
would be few. For example, in cell array [A2:A7] (true positive), all its cells except one (A7) have correct values. However, cells in a wrongly extracted cell array (false positive)
cannot easily be covered by its recovered or synthesized
formula pattern since its contained cells are put together in
an unreasonable way. Thus one can easily detect conformance errors in a false positive. For example, in cell array
[A3:B3] (false positive), its recovered formula pattern is R[1]C + 1. Then cell B3 contains a conformance error (its
value is 2 rather than 3). Similarly, one can also detect one
conformance error (at cell B4) for cell array [A4:B4] (false
positive) and one conformance error (at cell B5) for cell array [A5:B5] (false positive). As such, taking each 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡
candidate as a unit, one can detect one conformance error
in the first candidate 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 = {[A2:A7]}, but three conformance errors in the second candidate 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 = {[A3:B3],
[A4:B4], [A5:B5]}. Therefore, we should select a 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡
candidate, which has the minimal number of conformance
errors, to win the best chance of isolating false positives
from our consideration.
The above filtering process works on observations and
heuristics, but it is highly effective in isolating true positives from false positives. For example, our later experiments reported that the overall removal precision is as
high as 97.2%. In the following, we elaborate on the details
of this filtering process.

5.7.1 Generating 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 Candidates
According to the first requirement, the cell arrays in each
𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 candidate must not overlap. Each 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 candidate is also a maximal subset with respect to 𝐶𝐴 in the
sense that any cell array in 𝐶𝐴 − 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 must overlap with
at least one cell array in 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 . We use the following two
constraints to generate such 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 candidates.
Constraint 1: Given any 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 candidate, for any two
cell arrays in 𝐶𝐴 that overlap with each other, at most one
of them can be in this 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 candidate. For example, cell
arrays [A2:A7] and [A3:B3] overlap. Then they must go to
two different 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 candidates. If two cell arrays
𝑐𝑎𝑖 and 𝑐𝑎𝑗 overlap, we denote this overlapping relationship as 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑎𝑝(𝑐𝑎𝑖 , 𝑐𝑎𝑗 ). Then, this constraint can be specified formally as (𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 represents any 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 candidate):
⋀
𝑐𝑎𝑖 ,𝑐𝑎𝑗 ∈𝐶𝐴

(𝑐𝑎𝑖 ≠ 𝑐𝑎𝑗 ⋀𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑎𝑝(𝑐𝑎𝑖 , 𝑐𝑎𝑗 )) ⇒ (𝑐𝑎𝑖
∉ 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 ∨ 𝑐𝑎𝑗 ∉ 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 ).
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Constraint 2: Given any 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 candidate, for any cell
array ca in 𝐶𝐴 − 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 , there exists at least one cell array
in this 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 candidate that overlaps with ca. This constraint makes sure that any cell array in 𝐶𝐴 − 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 cannot be added into this 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 candidate (i.e., already maximized). This constraint can be specified formally as
(𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 represents any 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 candidate):
⋀
𝑐𝑎∈(𝐶𝐴−𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 )

∃𝑐𝑎′ ∈ 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 , 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑎𝑝(𝑐𝑎, 𝑐𝑎′ ).

Any 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 candidate must satisfy both constraints 1
and 2. Consider our earlier example: 𝐶𝐴 = {[A2:A7],
[A3:B3], [A4:B4], [A5:B5]}. Its two 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 candidates are
thus: 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 = {[A2:A7]} or 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 = {[A3:B3], [A4:B4],
[A5:B5]}.
In order to obtain all 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 candidates, a straightforward way is to generate them by enumerating all subsets
of 𝐶𝐴, and check whether they satisfy both constraints 1
and 2. However, it would be exponentially complex. We
choose to speed up this process based on the overlapping
relationship. The key idea is to remove those subsets that
do not satisfy constraint 1 or 2 as early as possible.
Our 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 candidate generation algorithm (Algorithm 3) takes all extracted cell arrays (i.e., 𝐶𝐴) as input,
and returns all 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 candidates. Its kernel part is the
Generate method (Lines 827), which first selects those
cells arrays that do not overlap with any other cell array
into a candidate subset (𝑐𝑢𝑟𝐶𝐴𝑠) (Lines 913). If this step
already selects all available cell arrays, we successfully
find one 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 candidate and add it into the result (Lines
14-18). Otherwise, we still have some remaining cell arrays
not selected (in 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝐶𝐴𝑠), and we know that they overlap
with at least one cell array also not selected yet (in 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝐶𝐴𝑠),
but never overlap with any other cell array in 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝐶𝐴𝑠 .
Then we consider selecting these remaining cell arrays in
an iterative and recursive way. We consider each remaining cell array ca in turn as follows (Lines 20-26). (1) We add
ca into 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝐶𝐴𝑠 and at the same time remove those cell arrays overlapping with ca from 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝐶𝐴𝑠 (Lines 22-23). By
doing so, we again are able to possibly select more nonoverlapping cell arrays from 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝐶𝐴𝑠 into 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝐶𝐴𝑠 (Lines 913). If this selects all remaining cell arrays, we find a new
𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 candidate (Lines 14-18). Otherwise, we consider
the new 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝐶𝐴𝑠 and 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝐶𝐴𝑠 at a finer granularity and restart the Generate method recursively (Line 24). (2) When
we complete considering the current ca, we restore the
original 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝐶𝐴𝑠 and 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝐶𝐴𝑠 (Line 25), and then consider
the next ca until we complete considering all remaining cell
arrays in 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝐶𝐴𝑠. In the above steps, we make two intended efforts. (1) We keep adding non-overlapping cell
arrays into 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝐶𝐴𝑠. This is for avoiding generating those
subsets that are not maximal. (2) Whenever we add a cell
array into 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝐶𝐴𝑠, we also remove its overlapping cell arrays from 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝐶𝐴𝑠. This is for avoiding generating those
subsets that contain overlapping cell arrays.
Consider our earlier example: 𝐶𝐴 = {[A2:A7], [A3:B3],
[A4:B4], [A5:B5]}. Since each cell array in 𝐶𝐴 overlaps with
at least another cell array, we do not select any cell array
into 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝐶𝐴𝑠 in the first step (Lines 9-13). Then in the first
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Algorithm 3. 𝑪𝑨𝒔𝒆𝒍𝒆𝒄𝒕 candidate generation algorithm.

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Input: CAs (inputted cell arrays).
Output: candidates (all 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 candidates).
1: candidates = EMPTY;
2: curCAs = EMPTY; // The current candidate
3: Generate(CAs, curCAs);
4: return candidates;
5:
6: // Any two cell arrays from restCAs and curCAs,
7: // respectively, do not overlap
8: method Generate(restCAs, curCAs)
9:
foreach ca in restCAs do
10:
if (GetOverlap(ca, restCAs) = EMPTY) then
11:
restCAs.remove(ca); curCAs.add(ca);
12:
end if
13:
end for
14:
if (restCAs = EMPTY) then
15:
// Duplicated candidates are ignored
16:
candidates.add(curCAs);
17:
return
18:
end if
19:
// All cell arrays in restCAs overlap with others
20:
foreach ca in restCAs do
21:
tmpRestCAs = restCAs; tmpCurCAs = curCAs; // Backup
22:
restCAs.remove(ca); curCAs.add(ca); // Select ca
23:
restCAs.remove(GetOverlap(ca, restCAs));
24:
Generate(restCAs, curCAs);
25:
restCAs = tmpRestCAs; curCAs = tmpCurCAs; // Restore
26:
end for
27: end method
28:
29: // Get cell arrays in restCAs, which overlap with ca
30: method GetOverlap(ca, restCAs)
31:
overlapCAs = EMPTY;
32:
foreach tmp_ca in restCAs do
33:
if (ca  tmp_ca && overlap(ca, tmp_ca)) then
34:
overlapCAs.add(tmp_ca); // ca overlaps with tmp_ca
35:
end if
36:
end for
37:
return overlapCAs;
38: end method

iteration (Lines 20-26), we select cell array [A2:A7] into
𝑐𝑢𝑟𝐶𝐴𝑠, and at the same time remove cell arrays [A3:B3],
[A4:B4] and [A5:B5] from 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝐶𝐴𝑠, since they all overlap
with [A2:A7]. Thus, we generate the first candidate 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡
= {[A2:A7]} (this iteration completes quickly as 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝐶𝐴𝑠 is
empty). In the second iteration, we restart this process by
first recovering original 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝐶𝐴𝑠 (containing four cell arrays) and 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝐶𝐴𝑠 (empty). This time, we select another cell
array [A3:B3] into 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝐶𝐴𝑠, and at the same time remove
cell array [A2:A7] from 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝐶𝐴𝑠 , since it overlaps with
[A3:B3]. Now, 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝐶𝐴𝑠 becomes {[A4:B4], [A5:B5]}. During
recursively invoking the Generate method, we select the
two non-overlapping cell arrays ([A4:B4] and [A5:B5]) into
𝑐𝑢𝑟𝐶𝐴𝑠 (Lines 9-13). Since now 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝐶𝐴𝑠 is empty, we generate the second candidate 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 = {[A3:B3], [A4:B4],
[A5:B5]}.
We note that Algorithm 3 may generate duplicated
𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 candidates. For example, when we go ahead with
the third iteration, a duplicated candidate 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 =
{[A4:B4], [A3:B3], [A5:B5]} is generated. Since the ordering
does not matter for set elements, this candidate is the same
as the second one. Algorithm 3 would keep only one copy
for duplicated 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 candidates (Lines 15-16). For this
example, the algorithm would eventually generate two
𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 candidates.

5.7.2 Selecting 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 Candidates
With generated 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 candidates, we use the following
strategy for final selection.
As mentioned earlier, we aim to minimize the number
of conformance errors in 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 candidates, to win the
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best chance of isolating false positives from our consideration. Let ca.errors be the number of conformance errors in a
cell array ca, and 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟(𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 ) be the number of conformance errors in all cell arrays in a 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 candidate.
Formally, 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟(𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 ) is defined as:
𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟(𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 ) =

∑

𝑐𝑎. 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑠.

𝑐𝑎∈𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡

We select as the final result the 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 candidate that
has the minimal 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟(𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 ) value. If there are multiple
choices, we select the one having the least number of cell
arrays. Then the set of cell arrays in this final 𝐶𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 candidate is our filtering result. Smell detection results are adjusted accordingly with this set (e.g., dropped if the concerned cell arrays are not in this set).

6 EVALUATION
We implemented our smelly cell array detection approach
as a tool named CACheck. CACheck builds on the Apache
POI library [63] to manipulate spreadsheets in Excel files.
CACheck loads an Excel file, analyzes its cell arrays, and
generates comments explaining whether they contain ambiguous computation smells and what they are, as well as
corresponding repairs suggested.
We implemented CACheck in Java 7 and used Z3 [42]
as its underlying constraint solver. To be user-friendly,
CACheck transforms an inferred formula pattern 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛
back to its A1 representation, e.g., RC[-2] + RC[-1] is transformed to B2 + C2 for cell D2 in Fig. 1(a). For visualization,
CACheck marks its detection results by three annotations:
(1) Cell arrays that suffer from ambiguous computation
smells are colored in yellow; (2) Spreadsheet comments are
added to smelly cells for suggesting their corresponding
repairs; (3) Conformance errors are colored in red with
comments explaining their reasons. These annotations can
assist end users to quickly validate the reported problems.
Fig. 6 gives a screenshot of CACheck’s detection reports
regarding problems identified for our motivating example
in Fig. 1(a).
We then evaluate CACheck and study the following research questions (RQ13 were studied earlier in Section 4):
RQ4 (Precision): Can CACheck detect and repair smelly cell
arrays precisely?
RQ5 (Recall): Can CACheck detect smelly cell arrays with a
high recall rate?
RQ6 (Comparison): How is CACheck compared with existing techniques, e.g., AmCheck, Excel, UCheck/Dimension
and CUSTODES?
RQ7 (Consistency): Can CACheck obtain consistent results
on different spreadsheet corpora, such as EUSES and Enron?
To answer question RQ4, we ran CACheck on all
spreadsheets in the EUSES corpus (Section 6.1), and manually validated all detected smelly cell arrays (Section 6.2).
To answer question RQ5, we randomly sampled 50 spreadsheets from the EUSES corpus, and manually created the
ground truths for them (i.e., manually identifying wellformed and smelly cell arrays). The process of subject selection is explained in Section 6.5.1. We then measured CACheck’s recall rate on these 50 spreadsheets (Section 6.5).

Fig. 6. CACheck’s screenshot for the spreadsheet in Fig. 1(a).

To answer question RQ6, we ran both CACheck and AmCheck on the EUSES corpus, and manually validated all
detected smelly cell arrays to compare their performance,
i.e., precision (Section 6.3) and recall rate (Section 6.5). We
further compared CACheck with Excel, UCheck/Dimension and CUSTODES in Section 6.4. To answer question
RQ7, we additionally ran CACheck on all spreadsheets in
the Enron corpus, and manually validated 700 randomly
sampled smelly cell arrays. We then compared statistical
characteristics of the detected results on the EUSES and Enron corpora. We further sampled 50 spreadsheets from the
Enron corpus and created their ground truths. Based on
them, we measured CACheck’s recall rate, and compared
it to that for EUSES spreadsheets (Section 6.6). We have
also made our tool, experimental dataset and results available online for future research [62].

6.1 Cell Array Detection for the EUSES Corpus
We ran CACheck on all spreadsheets in the EUSES corpus
to detect smelly cell arrays.
Table 5 gives the statistics of cell arrays detected for
each category of spreadsheets in the EUSES corpus (Category). It shows the statistics of cell arrays (Cell array) and
smelly cell arrays (Smelly cell array). It also lists the number of cell arrays (CA), number of smelly cell arrays (SCA),
and number of cell arrays suffering from missing formula
smells (MISS), inconsistent formula smells (INCO) and
both smells (Both). We observe that smelly cell arrays occur commonly in the EUSES corpus: 15.5% (3,443/22,177)
of the detected cell arrays suffer from ambiguous computation smells. Among these smelly cell arrays, 53.7%
(1,849/3,443) suffer from missing formula smells, 49.3%
(1,699/3,443) suffer from inconsistent formula smells, and
3.0% (105/3,443) suffer from both smells.
Table 5 also gives the statistics of homogeneous and inhomogeneous cell arrays detected in the EUSES corpus. It
shows the number of homogeneous cell arrays (Homo),
number of inhomogeneous cell arrays (Inho), number of
smelly homogeneous cell arrays (SHomo), and number of
smelly inhomogeneous cell arrays (SInho).
We observe that 76.3% (16,928/22,177) of the detected
cell arrays are homogeneous cell arrays. Out of them, 13.7%
(2,324/16,928) suffer from ambiguous computation smells.
We also observe that 23.7% (5,249/22,177) of the detected
cell arrays are inhomogeneous cell arrays. Out of them,
21.3% (1,119/5,249) suffer from ambiguous computation
smells. It seems that inhomogeneous cell arrays are more
error-prone.
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TABLE 5
Detected Cell Arrays in the EUSES corpus (n.a.: not applicable)
Category
cs101
database
filby
financial
forms3
grades
homework
inventory
jackson
modeling
personal
Total

CA
39
3,271
0
7,008
150
2,955
2,702
3,903
0
2,018
131
22,177

Cell array
Homo
Inho
35
4
2,302
969
0
0
5,573
1,435
114
36
2,275
680
1,971
731
3,133
770
0
0
1,394
624
131
0
16,928
5,249

Inho/CA
10.3%
29.6%
n.a.
20.5%
24.0%
23.0%
27.1%
19.7%
n.a.
30.9%
0.0%
23.7%

SCA
12
448
0
1,259
16
666
343
517
0
182
0
3,443

Therefore, we draw the following conclusion:
Smelly cell arrays commonly exist in real-life
spreadsheets, e.g., in the EUSES corpus. Ambiguous
computation smells are also common for inhomogeneous cell arrays, which thus deserve detection.

6.2 CACheck’s Precision on Smelly Cell Array
Detection for the EUSES corpus
We then investigate CACheck’s precision on its smelly cell
array detection.
6.2.1 Smelly Cell Arrays
We first partition CACheck’s detected smelly cell arrays
into seven categories according to how many cells their inferred 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 can cover in these arrays. The seven categories are: 100%, [90%, 100%), [80%, 90%), [70%, 80%), [60%,
70%), [50%, 60%) and [0%, 50%), which represent different
levels of coverage. We then measure CACheck’s precision
on smell detection for the seven categories of cell arrays.
For this purpose, we manually validated all smelly cell arrays detected in the EUSES corpus. For each category, Table 6 lists the number of smelly cell arrays (SCA), number
of missing formula smells (M-SCA), and number of inconsistent formula smells (I-SCA). These numbers are also accompanied with corresponding numbers of validated-astrue smelly cell arrays (TP).
We observe that CACheck’s inferred 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 is able to
cover all the cells in 1,184 smelly cell arrays (i.e., coverage
of 100%), and 90% or more (but not 100%) cells in another
152 smelly cell arrays (i.e., coverage in range [90%, 100%)).
This suggests that values and formulas in these 1,336 cell
arrays are highly compatible with the inferred 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 . In
other words, each of these 1,336 cell arrays that suffer from
missing formula or inconsistent formula smells very likely
prescribes common computational semantics expressed by
the inferred 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 . Then these detected ambiguous computation smells in these cell arrays (1,336/3,443 = 38.8%)
are probably true. This provides an alternative for assessing the quality of CACheck’s smell detection results.
We can use these seven categories to rank the likeliness of
a smelly cell array being true (higher coverage, more probably true).
True positives. Out of the 3,443 smelly cell arrays detected, we manually validated them and found that 1,586
(46.1%) of them are true. These 1,586 smelly cell arrays
cover 7.8% (1,586/(22,177  (3,443  1,586))) of all identified

SHomo
12
358
0
869
5
528
137
287
0
128
0
2,324

SInho
0
90
0
390
11
138
206
230
0
54
0
1,119

Smelly cell array
SCA/CA
30.8%
13.7%
n.a.
18.0%
10.7%
22.5%
12.7%
13.2%
n.a.
9.0%
0.0%
15.5%

MISS
8
345
0
502
14
335
214
322
0
109
0
1,849

INCO
4
114
0
796
2
354
140
213
0
76
0
1,699

Both
0
11
0
39
0
23
11
18
0
3
0
105

well-formed and true smelly cell arrays. The precision for
missing formula cell arrays (970/1,849 = 52.5%) is higher
than that for inconsistent formula cell arrays (660/1,699 =
38.8%). We also observe that homogeneous cell arrays
(Homo-SCA; 1,235/2,324 = 53.1%) have a higher precision
than inhomogeneous cell arrays (Inho-SCA; 351/1,119 =
31.4%). Fig. 7 shows how the precision changes with different levels of coverage for the detected smelly cell arrays
(CACheck), smelly homogeneous cell arrays (CACheckHomo) and smelly inhomogeneous cell arrays (CACheckInho). We observe that the precision roughly decreases
with the reduction in coverage. We also observe that there
is a sharp decrease when the coverage is lower than 70%.
Therefore, we recommend the level of coverage of 70% as
a reliable threshold for smelly cell array detection, where
the precision is 86.8% (1,386/1,597).
False positives. In Table 6, the values in the SCA/TP
column also disclose false positives in smelly cell array detection. We analyzed the causes for the 211 (= 1,597  1,386)
false positives for the coverage in range [70%, 100%]. There
are three main causes: (1) Some spreadsheets use numbers
as labels. For example, in financial reports, end users often
use years like 2013 and 2014 as labels, which are, however,
represented in a number format. Our heuristics in cell array extraction can misinterpret them as data cells. 6.2%
(13/211) false positives belong to this case. It should be
easy for end users to quickly validate such false positives.
(2) Some cells in a row or column have the same computational semantics, but they are separated by empty cells.
CACheck thus extracted multiple column- or row-based
cell arrays, which should not be separated. 12.3% (26/211)
false positives belong to this case. (3) For the remaining
81.5% (172/211) false positives, the concerned cells in these
ranges contain complex computational semantics, which
CACheck could not effectively recognize or distinguish
currently. End users should manually confirm or reject
them for such cases.

6.2.2 Smelly Cells
As mentioned earlier, some cells in a smelly cell array are
smelly. They suffer from either missing formula smells or
inconsistent formula smells. Further, a smelly cell may
contain a conformance error if its value does not conform
to that computed by the concerned cell array’s inferred
𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 .
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TABLE 6
Detected and Validated Smelly Cell Arrays with Different Levels of Coverage in the EUSES Corpus
Coverage
100%
[90%, 100%)
[80%, 90%)
[70%, 80%)
[60%, 70%)
[50%, 60%)
[0%, 50%)
Total

100.00%

AmCheck
CACheck-Inho

SCA/
TP
1,184/
1,092
152/
112
164/
117
97/
65
406/
74
1,042/
76
398/
50
3,443/
1,586

M-SCA/
TP
679/
661
118/
85
106/
78
59/
41
141/
31
440/
32
306/
42
1,849/
970

Smelly cell arrays
I-SCA/
Homo-SCA/
TP
TP
525/
877/
449
831
40/
101/
33
85
66/
112/
45
86
49/
64/
28
48
272/
320/
47
65
607/
619/
44
75
140/
231/
14
45
1,699/
2,324/
660
1,235

CACheck-Homo
CACheck

90.00%
80.00%
70.00%
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
100% [90%, [80%, [70%, [60%, [50%, [0%,
100%) 90%) 80%) 70%) 60%) 50%)

Fig. 7. Precision comparison on smelly cell array detection for different levels of coverage on the EUSES corpus (horizontal axis:
coverage category, vertical axis: detection precision).

Table 6 shows the number of detected missing formula
cells (M-Cell) and number of detected inconsistent formula
cells (I-Cell). These numbers are also accompanied with
corresponding numbers of validated-as-true smelly cells
(TP) for comparison. We confirmed that a total of 8,139
(5,214 + 2,925) cells are truly smelly. Out of them, 5,214
cells suffer from missing formula smells, and 2,925 cells
suffer from inconsistent formula smells. The precision for
smelly cell detection is 64.2% (8,139/(7,724 + 4,963)). These
8,139 true smelly cells cover 25.9% of all (31,457) cells from
1,586 true smelly cell arrays, and 3.3% of all (250,245) cells
from all (20320 = 22,177  (3,443  1,586)) detected wellformed and true smelly cell arrays.
Besides, as shown in Table 6, CACheck detected a total
of 5,553 conformance errors (CE) in the EUSES corpus. We
manually validated them, and confirmed that 26.3%
(1,458/5,553) detected conformance errors are true ones.
We observe that conformance errors occurring in cell arrays with higher levels of coverage also have a higher
probability to be true. For example, 73.9% (655/886) detected conformance errors are true in cell arrays with a
level of coverage in range [70%, 100%].

Inho-SCA/
TP
307/
261
51/
27
52/
31
33/
17
86/
9
423/
1
167/
5
1,119/
351

Fail to
repair
9
0
3
5
3
5
21
46

M-Cell/
TP
2,477/
2,445
1,259/
1,186
804/
724
343/
315
396/
209
659/
133
1,786/
202
7,724/
5,214

Smelly cells
I-Cell/
CE/
TP
TP
2,478/
0/
2,251
0
84/
226/
77
131
218/
398/
140
323
144/
262/
88
201
470/
749/
175
294
890/
1,496/
128
218
679/
2,422/
66
291
4,963/
5,553/
2,925
1,458

6.2.3 Repairability
Table 6 also lists the number of true smelly cell arrays that
CACheck failed to repair (Fail to repair). Out of 1,586 true
smelly cell arrays, CACheck was able to repair 1,540 (97.1%)
of them. It shows that CACheck is effective for repairing
smelly cell arrays automatically and correctly. The 46
smelly cell arrays that CACheck failed to repair involve
cases of incomplete input variables (26), complex table
structures (9), incomplete components (10), and too many
wrong cells (1). We roughly observe that such “failed to
repair” cases seem to relate to cell arrays with a level of low
coverage. For example, 45.7% (21/46) cases occur to cell arrays with coverage below 50%, and this causes a failing
rate of 42.0% (21/50). Besides, although 9 cases occur to cell
arrays with coverage of 100%, the concerned failing rate is
actually below as 0.8% (9/1,092).
Therefore, we draw the following conclusion:
CACheck can effectively detect smelly cell arrays.
70% can be a reliable threshold for effective smelly
cell array detection, where it corresponds to a detection precision of 86.8%. Besides, CACheck can
repair true smelly cell arrays with a 97.1% successful rate.
6.3 Comparison between CACheck and AmCheck
We now compare our CACheck with its predecessor, AmCheck, published earlier. As mentioned, AmCheck can
only detect and repair homogeneous cell arrays, while CACheck can do so for both homogeneous and inhomogeneous ones.
We compared CACheck and AmCheck on the EUSES
corpus. We partitioned comparison results into seven categories as earlier, according to different levels of coverage
with respect to AmCheck’s detected smelly cell arrays (i.e.,
how many cells their inferred 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 can cover in these arrays). Table 7 lists the number of smelly cell arrays detected by AmCheck (AmCheck/SCA), and number of validated-as-true smelly cell arrays of AmCheck (AmCheck/TP). As mentioned, all these detected smelly cell
are homogeneous. Fig. 7 also compares how the precision
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TABLE 7
Comparisons between CACheck and AmCheck on the EUSES Corpus
Coverage
100%
[90%, 100%)
[80%, 90%)
[70%, 80%)
[60%, 70%)
[50%, 60%)
[0%, 50%)
Total

AmCheck
SCA
TP
993
822
133
88
215
90
119
50
440
69
1,293
76
974
44
4,167
1,239

CACheck-Homo
SCA
TP
877
831
101
85
112
86
64
48
320
65
619
75
231
45
2,324
1,235

Common
SCA
836
97
110
63
317
608
223
2,254

changes with different levels of coverage for smelly cell arrays detected by CACheck and AmCheck. We observe that
the overall precision for CACheck is 46.1% as earlier calculated, whereas that for AmCheck is only 29.7%
(1,239/4,167). If we use 70% as the reliable threshold for
coverage-based smelly cell array extraction, we observe
that CACheck’s precision is 86.8% as earlier calculated,
whereas AmCheck’s precision is only 71.9% (1,050/1,460).

6.3.1 Inhomogeneous Cell Arrays
As shown in Table 6, CACheck detected 351 true smelly
inhomogeneous cell arrays (Inho-SCA/TP). As mentioned
earlier, AmCheck was unable to detect any inhomogeneous cell array. As such, AmCheck missed at least 22.1%
(351/1,586) true smelly cell arrays in the EUSES corpus.
6.3.2 Homogeneous Cell Arrays
Both CACheck and AmCheck can detect homogeneous cell
arrays. Therefore, we are interested in their comparison at
the aspect.
Table 7 also lists the number of smelly homogeneous
cell arrays detected by CACheck (CACheck-Homo/SCA)
and number of validated-as-true smelly homogeneous cell
arrays of CACheck (CACheck-Homo/TP). We observe
that CACheck’s precision is 53.1% (1,235/2,324), whereas
AmCheck’s precision is only 29.7% (1,239/4,167). Similarly,
if we use 70% as the reliable threshold for coverage-based
smelly homogeneous cell array extraction, we observe that
CACheck’s precision is 91.0% (1,050/1,154), whereas AmCheck’s precision is only 71.9% (1,050/1,460). This indicates that CACheck is more precise than AmCheck even if
we only compare the detection of smelly homogeneous cell
arrays. The improvement is mainly attributed to CACheck’s filtering rules, which effectively prune invalid cell
arrays.
We also concern how different the smelly homogeneous
cell arrays detected by CACheck and AmCheck are. Table
7 shows the comparison results. We observe that 97.0%
(2,254/2,324) smelly homogeneous cell arrays detected by
CACheck could also be detected by AmCheck (Common
SCA), but 45.9% (1,913/4,167) smelly cell arrays detected
by AmCheck were missed by CACheck (Missed by CACheck/SCA). However, we note that this only compares
detection results, but not validation results. Thus we manually validated all these 1,913 missed smelly cell arrays,
and found that only 2.8% (54/1,913) of them are true
smelly cell arrays (Missed by CACheck/TP). Besides, in 21
out of the 54 true smelly cell arrays (Equal smell), their cor-

SCA
157
36
105
56
123
685
751
1,913

Missed by CACheck
TP
Equal smell
27
8
6
1
6
1
3
3
6
4
4
3
2
1
54
21

Added by CACheck
SCA
TP
41
36
4
3
2
2
1
1
3
2
11
3
8
3
70
50

responding smelly cells were already detected in other extracted cell arrays as reported by CACheck. As such, CACheck actually only missed 1.7% (33/1,913) true smelly homogeneous cell arrays. At the same, CACheck successfully
filtered out 63.5% ((1,913  54) / (4,167  1,239)) false positives in AmCheck’s detection results with a precision of
97.2% ((1,913  54)/1,913). For the 33 indeed missed (true
smelly homogeneous) cell arrays, there are two cases: (1)
Some cells do not have dependence similarity, and thus
CACheck could not decide if they form any cell arrays. 17
cell arrays belong to this case. (2) Some cell arrays overlap
with other cell arrays. As including the latter into the set of
cell array candidates can introduce less conformance errors
than including the former, the former cell arrays were
missed. 16 cell arrays belong to this case.
From Table 7, we also observe that CACheck detected
70 additional smelly homogeneous cell arrays (Added by
CACheck/SCA) that AmCheck could not detect, and 50 of
them were validated as true (Added by CACheck/TP).
This is more than what CACheck missed (33). These 50 cell
arrays were not decided as cell arrays by AmCheck, as they
do not follow AmCheck’s cell array extraction heuristics.
Nevertheless, CACheck’s dependence similarity checking
works for them and can precisely capture them. This indicates that CACheck’s improved cell array extraction heuristics are effective and could take back AmCheck’s missed
true homogeneous cell arrays with a precision of 71.4% (50
/ 70).
Therefore, we draw the following conclusion:
CACheck detects 401 (351 inhomogeneous and 50
homogeneous) additional true smelly cell arrays
that are missed by AmCheck. If one sets 70% as the
reliable threshold for coverage-based cell array extraction, CACheck’s precision is 86.8%, higher than
AmCheck’s precision, 71.9%, and CACheck’s precision on homogeneous cell array detection is even
higher, 91.0%.

6.4 Comparison with other Techniques
We then compare our CACheck with Excel, UCheck/Dimension [4], [8] and CUSTODES [10]. These techniques
mainly focus on syntactic smells (e.g., division by zero in
Excel, type inconsistency in a formula [4], [8], and outliers
in a cell cluster [10]), while CACheck focuses on semantic
smells that violate computational semantics of concerned
cell arrays, as mentioned earlier. These techniques adopt
different mechanisms and may possibly detect smells that
CACheck cannot (e.g., division by zero in Excel), and may
also detect some smells that CACheck can as well (e.g., a
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cell suffers from both semantic and syntactic smells). In order to exhibit the differences in the scope of focused smells
between these techniques and CACheck, our experimental
comparisons rely on checking the applicability of other
techniques to detecting those smells detected by CACheck.
Specially, we investigate how many of CACheck’s 8,139
validated-as-true smells can also be detected by these techniques.

6.4.1 Comparison with Excel
Microsoft Excel has built-in support for detecting syntactic
smells (inconsistencies) in spreadsheet cells. However, its
detection is subject to a few limitations. First, Excel considers only row-based or column-based ranges of three consecutive cells, and tries to detect smells in such ranges. Second, it detects only those smells that the middle cell’s formula expression is syntactically different from those of its
two adjacent cells, while the two adjacent cells’ formula expressions are identical themselves. Besides, Excel also supports detecting some well-known calculation errors like division by zero. In Table 8, the Excel column shows that Excel can give warnings for only 2.2% (175/8,139) validatedas-true smelly cells detected by CACheck. Therefore, we
consider that CACheck’s capability is orthogonal to that of
Excel’s built-in checking mechanisms.
6.4.2 Comparison with UCheck/Dimension
The general idea of UCheck [4] and Dimension[8] is to exploit information in spreadsheets about labels and headers
to check the type inconsistency of formulas in spreadsheet
cells. UCheck uses the concept of unit to represent the type
of a cell, e.g., cell E4 represents the harvest of apples in June,
and cell F5 represents the harvest of oranges in July.
UCheck defines some rules to enforce that one should not
sum E4 and F5 up. Dimension detects smells when it finds
that units of measurement are used incorrectly in formulas.
For example, one should not add two cells with time and
distance types, respectively, together.
CACheck has several advantages over UCheck/Dimension: (1) In the EUSES corpus, CACheck detected 8,139 true
smelly cells, whereas UCheck/Dimension detected only
695 true smelly cells as reported in their latest work [9]. (2)
CACheck can detect and repair smelly cells by suggesting
intended formula patterns and calculated values, whereas
UCheck/Dimension can only detect smelly cells without
repair suggestions. (3) CACheck can detect and repair
missing formula cells, whereas UCheck/Dimension cannot. (4) CACheck can detect and repair smelly cells that do
not violate UCheck/Dimension’s checking rules, e.g.,
smelly cells in Fig. 1(a). (5) CACheck does not rely on unreliable header/label information, whereas UCheck/Dimension relies much on such information, which may incur problems when the information is missing or incomplete.
The tool we obtained for experiments has implemented
both UCheck and Dimension. So we conducted experiments by not splitting it into two parts, as their latest work
[9] did. In Table 8, the UCheck/Dimension column shows
that UCheck/Dimension detected only 0.2% (20/8,139)
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TABLE 8
True Smelly Cells Detected by Different Techniques in the
EUSES corpus
Category

CACheck

Excel*

cs101
database
filby
financial
forms3
grades
homework
inventory
jackson
modeling
personal
Total

22
3,650
0
1,491
8
1,322
285
981
0
380
0
8,139

0
57
0
36
0
25
29
22
0
6
0
175

UCheck/
Dimension*
0
1
0
4
0
10
0
1
0
4
0
20

CUSTODES*
5
1,317
0
627
3
468
96
434
0
90
0
3,040

* The numbers in the columns show how many of CACheck’s validated-as-true smelly cells could be detected by the corresponding
techniques.

validated-as-true smelly cells by checking type inconsistency. Still, we note that if a type inconsistency does not
relate to any cell array, CACheck may not be able to detect
it. Therefore, CACheck’s capability is orthogonal to that of
UCheck/Dimension, and they can detect different types of
smells.

6.4.3 Comparison with CUSTODES
We also compare our CACheck to another more recent
technique CUSTODES [10]. CUSTODES uses strong features (e.g., the same or similar R1C1 expressions and cell
references) and weak features (e.g., same labels and font
colors) to classify cells into different clusters. It then uses
outlier detection to identify smelly cells in each cluster. For
example, in Fig. 1(a), CUSTODES can extract {D4, D5, D9}
as a cell cluster since the three cells share their cell references in the R1C1 representation. CUSTODES can also extract other four cell clusters for this example: {A3:A6},
{D2:D3}, {D6:D7} and {E3:E7}. We can observe that CUSTODES’s concept of cell cluster is different from CACheck’s
concept of cell array.
Our investigation suggests that CACheck has several
advantages over CUSTODES: (1) CUSTODES is learningbased and relies its threshold settings. Although its current
implementation used default settings for all experiments,
it did not guarantee for its best performance. It may cause
false positives or negatives, as we observed in experiments.
Nevertheless, CACheck does not have this issue. (2) CACheck can detect and repair smelly cells by suggesting intended formula patterns and corresponding values,
whereas CUSTODES can only detect smelly cells without
repair suggestions. (3) CUSTODES detects a cell cluster
mainly by the equivalence of formulas contained by its
cells, while CACheck detects a cell array mainly by the
consecutive nature of its cells. Therefore, although CUSTODES can detect cell clusters that contain non-consecutive cells, it may also cause CUSTODES to miss important
smelly cells. For example, in Fig. 1(a), cells D2 and D3 contain equivalent formulas in the R1C1 representation, and
thus CUSTODES extracts them into a cell cluster. However,
this prevents CUSTODES from further considering D4, D5,
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TABLE 9
Comparisons between CACheck and AmCheck on the Sampled EUSES Spreadsheets
Category

SS

Statistics of sampled spreadsheets
WorkForCA
SCA
sheet
mula

Smelly
cell

cs101

1

1

40

8

5

10

database

7

32

3,345

555

104

378

financial

11

30

1,372

201

74

276

forms3

1

1

52

12

0

0

grades

8

21

1,665

119

24

69

homework

8

15

1,000

88

23

48

inventory

8

11

9,967

68

15

30

modeling

6

17

595

85

7

23

Total

50

128

18,036

1,136

252

834

D6 and D7 into this cell cluster under default threshold settings, and as a result, CUSTODES fails to find that D2 and
D3 are actually smelly. Nevertheless, CACheck does not
have this problem for this example. (4) CACheck’s smelly
cell detection is based on a cell array’s inferred formula
pattern, while CUSTODES uses outlier detection to identify smelly cells. This might cause CUSTODES to misjudge
situations and incur false positives. For example, in Fig.
1(a), CUSTODES considers {D4, D5, D9} as a cell cluster,
but CUSTODES cannot figure out which of them are
smelly since all three cells have different formulas. As a result, CUSTODES cannot identify the cell D4 as smelly,
without taking more information under default threshold
settings.
To validate our analysis for CUSTODES, we ran CUSTODES’s implementation (obtained from its authors) on
the EUSES corpus, and checked how many of CACheck’s
validated-as-true smelly cells could be detected by CUSTODES. In Table 8, the CUSTODES column gives the comparison results. We observe that CUSTODES detected only
37.4% (3,040/8,139) true smelly cells, which were detected
by CACheck. Thus, CUSTODES missed a lot that were
achieved by CACheck, and this suggests that CACheck has
its unique advantages that CUSTODES cannot compare.
Still, we note that CUSTODES may also detect certain
smelly cells in its extracted cell clusters that may not necessarily contain consecutive cells. Therefore, we consider
that our CACheck’s capability is orthogonal to that of CUSTODES.

6.5 CACheck’s Recall on Smelly Cell Array
Detection for the EUSES Corpus
We next measure CACheck’s recall rate on its smelly cell
array detection for the EUSES corpus. As this measurement involves ground truths for all true smells in spreadsheets, which requires substantial manual effort, we conducted experiments only on a sampled subset of spreadsheets from the EUSES corpus. We also compared the recall rate between CACheck and AmCheck.

CA/
TP
9/
5
528/
499
193/
184
8/
8
118/
115
69/
57
67/
67
86/
85
1,078/
1,020

CACheck
SCA/
Smelly
TP
cell/TP
4/
6/
4
6
70/
215/
65
197
61/
213/
57
190
0/
0/
0
0
22/
70/
20
46
18/
34/
11
16
15/
30/
15
30
8/
24/
7
23
198/
592/
179
508

CA/
TP
8/
4
506/
447
183/
168
40/
4
29/
29
68/
48
163/
47
67/
67
1,064/
814

AmCheck
SCA/
Smelly
TP
cell/TP
4/
6/
4
6
99/
208/
60
143
58/
187/
48
140
36/
72/
0
0
8/
34/
8
34
25/
25/
10
10
131/
146/
15
30
7/
23/
7
23
368/
701/
152
386

6.5.1 Experimental Subjects
Manually building ground truths for all true smells in
EUSES spreadsheets is extremely difficult, as we are not
authors of these spreadsheets and we also cannot find their
corresponding authors. Therefore, we randomly sampled
50 spreadsheets from those with cell arrays for measuring
CACheck’s recall rate and comparing it with AmCheck
(both requiring cell arrays). We manually obtained all
well-formed and smelly cell arrays in these sampled
spreadsheets as our ground truths.
We asked two postgraduate students to help sample
spreadsheets and identify their contained cell arrays. For
each randomly sampled spreadsheet from the EUSES corpus, we (authors and the two students) checked each of its
contained worksheets for cell arrays individually, and then
discussed our findings together. For a worksheet that does
not contain any cell array or cannot be understood by any
one of us, we removed it from consideration. If a spreadsheet contains at least one worksheet remaining, we kept
this spreadsheet. Otherwise, it was also removed from consideration. We repeated this sampling process until 50
spreadsheets were collected.
Table 9 gives the statistics of the 50 sampled spreadsheets from the EUSES corpus. We observe that the 50 sampled spreadsheets (SS) are distributed in eight different
categories, including 128 worksheets (Worksheet) and
18,036 formulas (Formula). Our manual inspection of these
spreadsheets identifies a total of 1,136 cell arrays (CA).
Among them, 252 cell arrays are smelly (SCA). We also
identified 834 smelly cells (Smelly cell) from them.
We note that our sampling process might bias those
spreadsheets that contain cell arrays. In our early experiments on the whole EUSES corpus, we found that CACheck detected many false smelly cell arrays in only few
spreadsheets. For example, CACheck detected 569 (out of
the total of 1,857) false smelly cell arrays in only two
spreadsheets. AmCheck detected a similar number of false
smelly cell arrays in the two spreadsheets. Thus, we need
to filter out such spreadsheets clearly different from others
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TABLE 10
Missed Cell Arrays on the Sampled EUSES Spreadsheets
Category

CA

cs101
database
financial
forms3
grades
homework
inventory
modeling
Total

8
555
201
12
119
88
68
85
1,136

Plain
value
1
17
14
0
3
12
0
0
47

Common causes
Wrong
Empty
cell
line
2
0
31
6
3
0
0
0
0
0
12
0
0
0
0
0
48
6

Func

in sampled spreadsheets. Our sampling process used
“having cell arrays” as a criterion, since the two spreadsheets do not contain any cell array. Still, our sampling
process also filtered out other spreadsheets that contain no
cell array. According to our understanding, these spreadsheets likely fall in the category of low coverage, since
“containing no cell array” and “detected false (smelly) cell
array” are related. Thus, our sampling process might cause
CACheck and AmCheck to detect less smelly cell arrays
from spreadsheets with coverage in range [0%, 70%), since
most of them should have been filtered out. Nevertheless,
for coverage in other ranges like 100%, [90%, 100%), [80%,
90%) and [70%, 80%), CACheck’s detected smelly cell arrays are distributed as (133, 14, 18, 9) and (1,184, 152, 164,
97), and AmCheck’s detected smelly cell arrays are distributed as (139, 7, 36, 10) and (993, 133, 215, 119), respectively,
for the 50 sampled spreadsheets and all EUSES spreadsheets. We observe that the two pairs of distribution data
are comparable in percentage. As suggested earlier, a coverage of 70% can be a reliable threshold for effective smelly
cell array detection in practice. Thus, our sampling process
is still reasonable and can reflect CACheck’s and AmCheck’s performance and comparison in practice.

0
0
0
4
0
1
1
0
6

CACheck
Wrong
Detected
range
5
0
499
2
184
0
8
0
115
1
57
6
67
0
85
0
1,020
9

Detected
4
447
168
4
29
48
47
67
814

AmCheck
Wrong
Inho (Comrange
mon)
0
1(0)
25
33(4)
0
16(0)
0
4(0)
0
87(0)
0
17(2)
0
21(1)
0
18(0)
25
197(7)

(a) Cell array [B5:E5] with plain values only.

(b) Cell array [B5:E5] with an empty cell.

(c) Cell array [B5:H5] contains empty lines inside.
Fig. 8. Simplified spreadsheet examples with missed cell arrays, extracted from the EUSES corpus.

6.5.3 False Negatives
We then further analyze missed cell arrays (false negatives)
6.5.2 Smelly Cell Arrays
on the 50 sampled spreadsheets for CACheck and AmTable 9 also compares the detection results for CACheck Check.
Table 10 lists missed cell arrays for CACheck and Amand AmCheck on the sampled spreadsheets. For cell array
extraction, the precision for CACheck and AmCheck is 94.6% Check, according to our ground truths. CACheck missed
(1,020/1,078) and 76.5% (814/1,064), respectively (CA/TP). 10.2% ((1,136 – 1,020) / 1,136) cell arrays, whereas AmFor smelly cell array detection, the precision for CACheck Check missed 28.3% ((1,136 - 814) / 1,136) cell arrays. This
and AmCheck is 90.4% (179/198) and 41.3% (152/368), re- big difference has been caused by AmCheck being unable
spectively (SCA/TP). For smelly cell detection, the preci- to extract inhomogeneous cell arrays, as mentioned earlier.
sion for CACheck and AmCheck is 85.8% (508/592) and
Table 10 also lists four common reasons (Common
55.1% (386/701), respectively (Smelly cell/TP). We ob- causes) explaining why false negatives occurred to both
serve that CACheck detected more cell arrays and smelly CACheck and AmCheck: (1) 4.1% (47/1,136) cell arrays
cell arrays with a higher precision.
(i.e., 18.7% (47/252) smelly cell arrays) contain plain values
In this group of experiments, recall rate is our main fo- only (Plain value). It is difficult to figure out whether the
cus. For cell array extraction, the recall rate for CACheck concerned cells with only plain values contain the same
and AmCheck is 89.8% (1,020/1,136) and 71.7% formula pattern or not, since there is no clue on how these
(814/1,136), respectively. For smelly cell array detection, values are calculated. One example is the cell array [B5:E5]
the recall rate for CACheck and AmCheck is 71.0% in Fig. 8(a). (2) 4.2% (48/1,136) cell arrays contain empty
(179/252) and 60.3% (152/252), respectively. For smelly cells, string cells, or error cells (Wrong cell). Both CACheck
cell detection, the recall rate for CACheck and AmCheck is and AmCheck split such cell arrays into multiple smaller
60.9% (508/834) and 46.3% (386/834), respectively (Smelly ones, as separated by such cells. One example is the cell
cell). We observe that CACheck has largely improved the
array [B5:E5] in Fig. 8(b). (3) 0.5% (6/1,136) cell arrays conrecall rate as compared to AmCheck, i.e., greatly reducing
tain empty lines inside for layout purposes. Similarly, CAmissed smelly cell arrays and smelly cells.
Check and AmCheck split them into multiple smaller ones.
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TABLE 11
Comparisons of CACheck’s Detected Cell Arrays on the EUSES and Enron Corpora
Corpus
EUSES
Enron
Total

CA
22,177
455,159
477,336

Cell array
Homo
Inho
16,928
5,249
342,992
112,167
359,920
117,416

Inho/CA
23.7%
24.6%
24.6%

SCA
3,443
58,514
61,957

TABLE 12
Detected and Validated Smelly Cell Arrays on the Enron
Corpus
Coverage

SCA

100%
[90%, 100%)
[80%, 90%)
[70%, 80%)
[60%, 70%)
[50%, 60%)
[0%, 50%)
Total

21,692
3,771
2,047
1,521
3,135
16,107
10,241
58,514

Sample
SCA
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
700

TP
91
88
66
60
20
3
12
340

Estimated TP
19,740
3,318
1,351
913
627
483
1,229
27,661

SHomo
2,324
28,815
31,139

100.00%

SInho
1,119
29,699
30,818

Smelly cell array
SCA/CA
MISS
15.5%
1,849
12.9%
43,343
13.0%
45,192

EUSES

INCO
1,699
16,993
18,692

Both
105
1,822
1,927

Enron

90.00%
80.00%
70.00%
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%

One example is the cell array [B5:H5] in Fig. 8(c). (4) 0.5%
(6/1,136) cell arrays contain complex Excel functions
(Func), such as STDEV and SUMPRODUCT, which the
current CACheck and AmCheck implementations do not
support and need extension. Besides the four common reasons, CACheck and AmCheck may extract larger or
smaller ranges of consecutive cells rather than expected,
leading to missed cell arrays. Table 10 also lists the number
of such missed cell arrays (Wrong range). CACheck and
AmCheck missed 0.8% (9/1,136) and 2.2% (25/1,136) such
cells arrays, respectively.
Finally, we found that among those cell arrays missed
by AmCheck, 61.2% (197/322) of them are inhomogeneous
ones. This part contributes to a large portion of AmCheck’s
low recall rate, as compared to CACheck, which was designed to be able to extract inhomogeneous cell arrays.
Therefore, we draw the following conclusion:
Compared with AmCheck, CACheck largely improves the recall rate of cell array extraction (from
71.7% to 89.8%), and that of smelly cell array detection (from 60.3% to 71.0%).

6.6 Cell Array Detection for the Enron Corpus
The previous experiments and comparisons show that our
CACheck performs much better than AmCheck, no matter
on the precision or recall rate, with respect to the EUSES
corpus. In the following, we extend our evaluation on CACheck to another even huge Enron corpus. We also compare CACheck’s evaluation results to those on the EUSES
corpus.
6.6.1 Cell Array Detection
Table 11 compares CACheck’s detected cell arrays on the
EUSES and Enron corpora. It studies detected cell arrays
(Cell array) and detected smelly cell arrays (Smelly cell array). It lists the number of cell arrays (CA), number of
smelly cell arrays (SCA), and number of cell arrays suffering from missing formula smells (MISS), inconsistent formula smells (INCO), and both smells (Both). Table 11 also
lists the numbers of homogeneous (Homo and SHomo)

100% [90%, [80%, [70%, [60%, [50%, [0%,
100%) 90%) 80%) 70%) 60%) 50%)

Fig. 9. Precision comparison on smelly cell array detection for different levels of coverage on the EUSES and Enron corpora (horizontal axis: coverage category, vertical axis: detection precision).

and inhomogeneous (Inho and SInho) cell arrays. We observe that the percentage of inhomogeneous cell arrays
against all cell arrays is 23.7% and 24.6% (Inho/CA), respectively, for the EUSES and Enron corpora. They are
close to each other. Besides, the percentage of smelly cell
arrays is 15.5% and 12.9% (SCA/CA), respectively, for the
two corpora. They are also close and comparable.
Therefore, we draw the following conclusion:
Smelly cell arrays are also commonly detected in
the Enron corpus. The EUSES and Enron corpora
have comparable percentages on inhomogeneous
cell arrays and smelly cell arrays.

6.6.2 Detection Precision
We then investigate CACheck’s precision on smelly cell array detection for the Enron corpus.
Following our earlier experimental process for the precision study on the EUSES corpus (Section 6.2), we partition CACheck’s detected smelly cell arrays into seven categories according to their levels of coverage (i.e., how
many cells in percentage their inferred 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 can cover in
these arrays). Table 12 lists the number of smelly cell arrays
(SCA) for each category. Since the total number (58,514) is
huge and much more than that (3,443) for the EUSES corpus, it is almost impossible to validate all of them. So we
adopted another soft way by sampling and estimation. We
randomly sampled 100 smelly cell arrays (Sample/SCA)
for each category and manually validated them. This accounts for 700 smelly cell arrays, which occupy 1.2%
(700/58,514) of all detected cell arrays. For each category,
Table 12 lists the number of validated-as-true smelly cell
arrays (Sample/TP).
Fig. 9 compares CACheck’s precision on smelly cell array detection for different levels of coverage on the Enron
and EUSES corpora. We observe that the two groups of
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TABLE 13
Comparisons of CACheck’s Recall Rate on the Sampled EUSES and Enron Spreadsheets
Corpus
EUSES
Enron

SS
50
50

Statistics of sampled spreadsheets
Worksheet
Formula
CA
SCA
128
18,036
1,136
252
102
27,547
1,175
128

precision values are close to each other. Based on validation results on sampled smelly cell arrays, we estimate that
there are a total of 27,661 smelly cell arrays (Estimated TP
in Table 12) in the Enron corpus. If one considers 70% as
the reliable threshold for coverage-based cell array extraction, CACheck’s precision on smelly cell array detection
for the Enron corpus is 87.2% (25,322/29,031), while the
precision for the EUSES corpus is 86.8%, as earlier measured. This indicates that CACheck has a comparable precision on smelly cell array detection for the Enron and
EUSES corpora.

6.6.3 Detection Recall
We next investigate CACheck’s recall rate on smelly cell
array detection for the Enron corpus.
Similarly, we followed our earlier experimental process
for the recall study on the EUSES corpus (Section 6.5), and
randomly sampled 50 spreadsheets from the Enron corpus.
However, we found many similar spreadsheets and worksheets in the Enron corpus. This was caused by the fact that
the Enron corpus contains many series of different versions of spreadsheets or worksheets, which were extracted
from email correspondences [18], [26]. Thus, we only selected one spreadsheet or worksheet if multiple similar
ones were found. We believe that this treatment could
make our sampled spreadsheets more representative for
the Enron corpus.
Table 13 gives the statistics of the sampled spreadsheets
from the Enron corpus (columns 27 for row Enron). Our
sampled 50 Enron spreadsheets (SS) contained 102 worksheets (Worksheet) and 27,547 formulas (Formula). Following our earlier inspection process for the EUSES corpus,
our manual inspection of these Enron spreadsheets identified a total of 1,175 cell arrays (CA). Among them, 128 cell
arrays are smelly (SCA). We also identified 483 smelly cells
(Smelly cell) from smelly cell arrays.
Table 13 also compares CACheck’s recall rates on the
EUSES and Enron corpora (columns 810). We observe
that CACheck’s recall rates for cell array detection (89.8%
vs. 90.0%; CA), smelly cell array detection (71.0% vs. 72.7%;
SCA) and smelly cell detection (60.9% vs. 66.5%; Smelly
cell) are close to each other for the EUSES and Enron corpora. This suggests that CACheck has a comparable recall
rate on smelly cell array detection for the EUSES and Enron
corpora.
Therefore, we draw the following conclusion:
CACheck has a comparable precision (86.8% vs.
87.2%) and recall rate (71.0% vs. 72.7%) on smelly
cell array detection for the EUSES and Enron corpora.
6.7 Research Questions Revisited
Finally, we revisit our research questions RQ47:

Smelly cell
834
483

CACheck (recall rate)
CA
SCA
Smelly cell
1,020 (89.8%)
179 (71.0%)
508 (60.9%)
1,058 (90.0%)
93 (72.7%)
321 (66.5%)

RQ4 (Precision): Can CACheck detect and repair smelly cell
arrays precisely?
 One may use the coverage of 70% as a reliable threshold
for CACheck’s effective smelly cell array detection, and
this corresponds to a satisfactory precision of 86.8%.
 CACheck is able to repair 1,540 (97.1%) of its 1,586 detected true smelly cell arrays.
RQ5 (Recall): Can CACheck detect smelly cell arrays with a
high recall rate?
 CACheck’s recall rate for cell array extraction and
smelly cell array detection is 89.8% and 71.0%, respectively, which is both promising.
RQ6 (Comparison): How is CACheck compared with existing
techniques, e.g., AmCheck, Excel, UCheck/Dimension and CUSTODES?
 CACheck detects 401 (out of a total of 1,586) additional
true smelly cell arrays that are missed by AmCheck.
 If one uses the coverage of 70% as a reliable threshold
for smelly cell array detection, the precision for CACheck and AmCheck is 86.8% and 71.9%, respectively.
 The recall rate for CACheck and AmCheck on smelly
cell array detection is 71.0% vs. 60.3%, respectively.
 Excel, UCheck/Dimension and CUSTODES can detect
only 2.2%, 0.2% and 37.4% (out of 8,139) CACheck’s
validated-as-true smelly cells, respectively.
RQ7 (Consistency): Can CACheck obtain consistent results on
different spreadsheet corpora, such as the EUSES and Enron corpora?
 The EUSES and Enron corpora have comparable percentages on inhomogeneous cell arrays and smelly cell
arrays against all detected cell arrays.
 The precision of smelly cell array detection on the
EUSES and Enron corpora is comparable (86.8% vs.
87.2%).
 The recall rate of smelly cell array detection on the
EUSES and Enron corpora is also comparable (71.0% vs.
72.7%).

6.8 Threats to Validity
While our experimental evaluation shows that CACheck is
promising for detecting and repairing ambiguous computation smells in real-life spreadsheets, we discuss some potential threats in our evaluation.
Representativeness of studied spreadsheets. To generalize the conclusions made in our experimental evaluation,
the studied spreadsheets as experimental subjects should
be representative. We selected the EUSES and Enron corpora, two well-known and large spreadsheet corpora,
which have been well recognized and widely used for
spreadsheet-related research studies [9], [25], [31], [53].
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Smelly cell array validation. Our experimental evaluation on CACheck’s precision on smelly cell array detection,
as well as its comparisons to existing work, relies on the
validation of its detected smelly arrays. Due to the fact of
lack of responsible authors, we manually validated these
detected smelly arrays in their concerned spreadsheets. In
order to reduce possible mistakes we could introduce, we
adopted some helping strategies: (1) Some tables or worksheets are similar to each other, and they help us double
check our validation results. (2) We tried to understand the
semantics of cell arrays according to their related labels, rather than treating cell array extraction and smelly cell array
detection simply as a syntactic process. (3) Some cells in
smelly cell arrays, although containing unusual plain values (e.g., 12,498), could be successfully recovered by our
inferred formula pattern. Such discovered knowledge
(missing formula) helped us double check related cell arrays and their intended formula patterns.
Spreadsheet selection for the recall study. The recall
study requires ground truths for all studied spreadsheets.
To reduce our efforts, we sampled 50 spreadsheets from
the EUSES corpus, and manually identified their contained
cell arrays and smelly ones. Our sampling was random,
but focusing on those spreadsheets that we can fully understand (i.e., those spreadsheets any one of us could not
understand or we do not agree on with each other were
discarded). Similar treatments were also applied to the recall study on the Enron corpus. Still, as mentioned earlier,
our sampled spreadsheets have comparable distributions
of smelly cell arrays with respect to the whole EUSES corpus. We consider that this should alleviate possible threats
in our sampling process. If one, who has different domain
knowledge, samples spreadsheets from the EUSES corpus
in a different way, the corresponding recall rate might be
different (not large, we believe). We note that our experimental process can still be similarly applied and thus reusable.

7 RELATED WORK
In this section, we present and discuss related work in recent years. We focus on those pieces of work that concern
spreadsheet quality (e.g., spreadsheet errors, auditing, error detection, debugging and testing), and techniques related to our CACheck approach (e.g., program synthesis
and semantic bug analysis).
Spreadsheet errors. Spreadsheet errors are common [44],
[45], [46]. They can cause serious financial loss [54]. The
ambiguous computation smells studied in this article may
not cause errors immediately, but would degrade spreadsheets’ quality gradually and boost potential errors.
Spreadsheets suffering from ambiguous computation
smells contain unclear or even conflicting computational
semantics, which make them difficult to maintain in a correct way.
Spreadsheet auditing. Auditing is a way to maintain for
spreadsheets’ quality. To facilitate auditing, Clermont et al.
[11], [12], [41] proposed high-level structures (logical areas)
by aggregating cells to help end users understand large
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spreadsheets, such as copy equivalence (i.e., two cells’ formulas are identical), logical equivalence (i.e., two cells’ formulas differ only in constant values and absolute references), structural equivalence (i.e., two cells’ formulas differ
in constant values and absolute/ relative references, and
the same operators or functions are applied in the same order). These logical areas assist end users to better understand conceptual models behind spreadsheets, and to find
smelly cells in spreadsheets more easily. Thus, some commercial spreadsheet tools (e.g., OAK [57], EXChecker [58],
Spreadsheet Detective [60] and Spreadsheet Auditor [61])
have adopted this idea. The concept of cell array proposed
in this article is similar to copy equivalence. However, several differences exist: (1) The auditing technique visualizes
logical areas in spreadsheets, and asks end users to spot
dangerous parts in them, while CACheck spots smelly
cells automatically. (2) The auditing technique requires
that, for two cells in a certain kind of logical area, their formulas should have the same operators and functions applied in the same order. This would exclude cell arrays,
like [D2:D7] and [B9:C9] in Fig. 1(a), from consideration. (3)
CACheck can aggregate smelly cells that do not satisfy requirements of logical areas, such as cells with inconsistent
or even missing formulas, while the auditing technique
cannot. (4) CACheck can repair smelly cells by suggesting
their intended formula patterns, while the auditing technique does not support this. (5) CACheck can rank smelly
cell arrays according to their different levels of coverage,
while the auditing technique needs end users to audit cells
inside or adjacent to logical areas individually.
Spreadsheet error detection and debugging. Various
techniques have been proposed to detect and debug errors
in spreadsheets. A recent survey [35] provides in-depth reviews of these techniques. It summarizes many main
spreadsheet error detection techniques. For example,
UCheck [4] and dimension inference [8] use a type system
to check unit and dimension errors, respectively. They focus on whether units can be combined correctly into one
cell. Smellsheet Detective [14], [15] detects statistical smells,
type smells, content smells and functional dependence
smells. Hermans et al. proposed visualizing spreadsheets
by dataflow graphs [28], and detected inter-worksheet
smells in these graphs [30]. They also proposed detecting
smells from data clones [31], spreadsheet formulas [29] and
lookup functions [25]. Commercial spreadsheet tools (e.g.,
Spreadsheet Professional [56], OAK [57], EXChecker [58]
and PerfectXL [59]) can detect various syntactic errors (e.g.,
referencing empty cells, division by zero, and so on). These
pieces of work focus more or less on syntactic errors, while
our CACheck focuses on missing formula and inconsistent
formula smells, which concern semantic errors. Our CACheck also detects conformance errors caused by ambiguous computation smells. Its scope is thus orthogonal to existing work. Besides, according to the spreadsheet research
survey [35], due to the structure of spreadsheets (e.g., computations are hidden behind the cells), locating spreadsheet errors is typically a hard task. Thus, many debugging techniques have been developed for spreadsheets,
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e.g., slicing-based debugging [47], spectrum-based fault localization [33], [48], constraint-based fault localization [34],
repair-based debugging techniques [3], and so on. These
debugging techniques usually depend on users’ expectations or judgments about outputs of certain cells. Therefore,
our CACheck differs from these debugging techniques in
that it does not rely on such expectations or judgments to
work.
Spreadsheet modeling and testing. Constructing rigorous models (explicit abstractions) for spreadsheets [2], [13],
[27] can help end users reduce chances of introducing ambiguous computation smells. Yet, constructing such models from spreadsheets can be challenging. Its effectiveness
depends largely on the correctness of underlying spreadsheets, and ambiguous computation smells can reduce its
precision and thus effectiveness. Instead of introducing an
explicit abstraction, XanaSheet [32] employs origin tracking techniques to maintain a live connection between the
source and destination of copy-paste actions. Whenever a
copied formula is edited, the modification can be transformed and replayed on the original and all other copies.
Thus, inconsistent modifications of copy-pasted cells could
be avoided. Our CACheck also concerns this problem and
addresses it by using both heuristics and formula synthesis.
Spreadsheet testing (possibly based on models) [1], [5], [20],
[37] is a related topic, and its error detection capabilities
need to rely on test oracles provided by users (e.g., test formulas extracted from reference [24] or manual confirmation directly from users). Our CACheck extracts partial
computational semantics from cell contents and recovers
intended formula patterns. Thus, CACheck does not require explicit test oracles to work. Ambiguous computation smells may also affect spreadsheet testing, and CACheck assists spreadsheet testing by detecting and repairing smelly cells.
Program synthesis. Our CACheck is based on component-based program synthesis [22], [36]. Typically, the program synthesis technique [22], [36] can automatically generate loop-free programs based on a user-provided inputoutput oracle (e.g., input-output pairs [36] or specifications
[22]) and components. Regarding our problem (automatically detecting smells in smelly cell arrays without user intervention), the input-output oracle and components are
unavailable for synthesizing a smelly cell array’s formula
pattern. So the original program synthesis technique [22],
[36] cannot be directly used by CACheck. Thus, CACheck
needs to extract such components and input-output oracle
(i.e., input-output pairs and specifications) from smelly cell
arrays, and alleviates their noises when adapting the program synthesis technique [22], [36] for spreadsheet smell
detection. Program synthesis has also been used for other
purposes in the spreadsheet research, e.g., string transformation from examples [21], table transformation [23], and
number transformation [50]. In this article, we use program synthesis in a novel way to detect and repair ambiguous computation smells in spreadsheets, by recovering
computational semantics aligned to the actual computations in smelly cell arrays.
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Semantic bugs. Similar to smells in spreadsheets, semantic bugs are also a dominant cause for software failures
[39], [51]. Most semantic bugs require domain knowledge
to understand, detect and repair [39]. MUVI [40] and DefUse [45] can detect semantic bugs related to inconsistent
updates to correlated multi-variables and dataflow intentions, respectively, in software. They rely on invariant mining and detection techniques. Our CACheck uses a different approach by inferring intended computational semantics by heuristics and program synthesis techniques.

8 CONCLUSION
In this article, we study the problem of extracting cell arrays and detecting ambiguous computation smells from
spreadsheets. Such smells are caused by end users’ ad hoc
modifications to spreadsheet cells that should stick to certain computational semantics. We propose a novel approach, CACheck, to detect and repair ambiguous computation smells by inferring intended formula patterns for
smelly cell arrays in spreadsheets. This also helps detect
challenging conformance errors in spreadsheets, which
would otherwise be left unnoticed. Our experimental evaluation based on two large-scale spreadsheet corpora reveals that smelly cell arrays are common, and CACheck is
capable of detecting smelly cells effectively with a high
precision and recall rate.
In future, we plan to study more spreadsheets and identify other types of ambiguous computation smells. For example, in our recall study (Section 6.5.3), we found that a
non-negligible proportion (about 18.7%) of true smelly cell
arrays have only plain values (i.e., no formula at all for all
concerned cells). Our current CACheck is still unable to detect such smelly cell arrays and synthesize formula patterns for them. We plan to further investigate them and
come up with an approach to detecting them and inferring
their intended formula patterns. Besides, CACheck extracts cell arrays that contain only consecutive cells, and
this may prevent it from detecting challenging smelly cell
arrays that contain non-consecutive cells. We are also interested in extending CACheck for such cases.
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